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EDITORIAL

I believe that everyone is born to do something 
unique and special in life. Simply living it is not 
enough. We must have wisdom and courage to add 
life to living. But how? Everyone has this question 
in their mind about how to live an ideal life.

People hardly realize how to treat life , they know 
life is a big canvas and they start throwing all the 
paints on it but some people are all relaxed, 
satisfied and confident as they select and choose 
those colors which can make a rainbow in their life. 
In life we all have secrets, an irreversible regret, an 
unreachable dream, an unforgettable love and 
many more things and these all are the colors of our 
life but with different shades. Few peoples really 
know how to use all these colors at different stages 
of their life with different capabilities . 

For all the imperfections in us , we always blame 
our fortune and god thanklessly , but did you ever 
realized that we must learn to be thankful for 
whatever you already have while you pursue all 

that you want. I believe one of the greatest and 
perhaps one of the simplest lessons in life is that we 
can learn to be thankful for what we have already 
received and also accomplished. Gratitude or 
thanks giving helps people to feel more positive 
emotions, relish good experiences, improve their 
health, deal with adversity and also build strong 
relationships in personal as well as professional 
way. It create magic around us . 

Each and every day we come across so many 
miracles happening around us but we take it on a 
lighter note and we don't even pay attention to it 
like the blue sky, white clouds, green leaves, the 
black and curious eyes of a child – in fact our very 
own two eyes. We should pay gratitude to each and 
every miracle .

Happy Reading!

Gratitude creates miracles...



SJ May 2023

coming June
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Surround Yourself 
With People Two 

Steps Ahead Of You



Q - What prompted you to launch your own company, and how 
did you get started?
 
The first company which I individually launched was Goldmine 
Solutions in Dubai – helping entrepreneurs to have amazing 
business and spectacular life by coaching them with their referral 
strategy roadmap. Prior to that I have been part of family business 
for a decade and also professional with organizations such as E 
serve (Citibank), Rolls Royce Aero Engines, UK and National Bank 
of Fujairah, Dubai. The reason I started Goldmine Solutions was 
because entrepreneurs spend majority of their initial and prime 
years of journey focusing only on their business and give least 
importance to other quadrants of their life (Self/Family and 
Community). Also, when I started the goldmine solutions, I had put 
up a vision board to coach 1000+ top 5% of business owners in the 
world. Ten months down the line, I was invited to be part of 
CorporateConnections Global LLC – Purpose of this organization 
is to connect successful leaders (top5% of business leaders) and 
empower them to create opportunities and meaning change in their 
organizations, communities and lives. This resonated with my 
purpose and vision. Hence, I did not hesitate to join 
CorporateConnections for heading their India Operations in 2018.

Q - How did you come up with your company's name?
 
The reason I had Goldmine Solutions was to help people to unleash 
their true potential and have abundance of love, peace and harmony 
in their lives.  But CorporateConnections was started as a pilot way 
back in 2004 in Canada by group of entrepreneurs who wanted to 
connect with extra ordinary leaders around the world so that they 
could have extra ordinary experiences which could lead to extra 
ordinary opportunities. The place where leaders connect.

Q - Did you have entrepreneurial tendencies when you were a 
child, and if so, how did you channel them?
 
Nope, I did not have entrepreneurial tendencies when I was 
child. I was a very shy boy with a lot of complex and 
resistance towards studies.

SIMPLY COVER STORY

 
Q - What early-stage challenges did you face in your business, 
and how did you overcome them?

When I joined family business initially, I assumed “Sales” was the 
only function of Business and I was trying to diversify the markets 
into new avenues to increase sales. After a few years, I realized that 
having the right network was important to grow the business. Hence 
focused on building the network. Eventually realized that there are 
three important components to running a business: Product, People 
and Process leading to Profits.

So we, Simply Jaipur interviewed him to get an insight into his life as an entrepreneur & trainer  
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Q - How do you manage risk in your business, and how do you 
mitigate potential losses?
 
Risks in the business were about becoming irrelevant in fast 
changing business environment. The only way to mitigate potential 
losses was to stay ahead of the curve by keeping abreast with global 
trends of your business and other businesses.  Also, by being the 
best in your field and giving best of product and services you can 
demand the price and not succumb to price war in market leading to 
less profitability and losses 

Q - How do you approach hiring and team building, and how do 
you motivate your employees?
 
The one quality I see in hiring is: what is the passion area of the 
individual and what are their dreams. I then check if that would fit 
the job available. Motivating employees is staying emotionally and 
physically connected with employees. Help them grow in their path 
and enable them to achieve their dreams. Always show them the 
bigger picture, so that they know how to achieve their dreams 
through the organization they are working for. 

Q - How do you keep up with the latest trends and technologies 
in your industry, and how do you keep your company 
competitive?

Ensuring that our members are driving the maximum value from 
their membership. We have an inclusive leadership model which 
has the best of minds from all levels of our community to ensure that 

we stay abreast in terms of trends and technologies. We also try to 
ensure we keep our process seamless and simple by continuously 
acting on feedbacks from the community 

Q-What succession plans do you have in place for the 
company's long-term future?
 
Build team with right people.
 
Q-What best describes the work environment at your 
company?
 
Entrepreneurial.  Very open to new ideas and new ways to create a 
wow experience for members and directors.
 

SIMPLY COVER STORY
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Rapid Response 
 
Q -  What are the key factors that you believe have contributed 
to your success, and how do you keep a competitive edge?
 
Key Factors for my success so far: 
 Staying connected with my inner self. 
 Higher awareness levels. 
 Focus on always doing one notch up. 
 Aligned with the purpose of life. 
 Surround with the right people who can pull me higher.
 Attitude to serve without expecting in return.
 Open to feedback and acting on those feedbacks to improve 

myself when I see them aligning to my inner self.
 
Q -  How do you strike a balance between the demands of 
running a successful business and your personal life, family life 
and other obligations?
 
 Attitude of serving in all aspects of life (To Business, To Family, 

To self and To Community). 
 Open and Honest Communication
 Weekends for Family and Self.
 Carve out 30-45 of me time everyday morning (Exercise, 

Meditation, Yoga)

Q - What were some of your childhood interests and hobbies, 
and do you still engage in them?

 
 Staying connected with Friends
 Staying connected with Nature 
 

SIMPLY COVER STORY
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Q - Is there anything you would have changed if you could go 
back and do it now, knowing what you know now?

  Love and appreciate myself more
 Remove fear of failure and explore new ideas and thoughts
 Hunger to learn more about diverse topics 

Q - How do you measure your company's success, and what 
metrics do you use to track performance? 
 
 Growth in membership
 New Market growth
 Higher retention percentage
 Net Promoter Score

Q - What do you believe are the most significant challenges 
confronting businesses today, and how do you plan to overcome 
these challenges in the future?
 
Challenges: 
 Keeping abreast with VUCA (Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and 

Ambiguity) world
 Key role of Technology and its application 
 Changing role of people in the organization 

How to Overcome: 

 Staying in constant touch with the market. Regular surveys 

with members and directors 

 Exploring new technological tools to stay connected and 

relevant. 

 Focus on training.

Q - Who are some of the business mentors or role models you 

look up to? 
 
 Richard Branson
 Ratan Tata
 Prem Ratan Rathi (Father)
 
Q - What advice would you give to someone starting in business, 
and what blunders should they avoid?

Have a strong why for yourself, aligned to business, family and 
community. Genuine Intent and sincerity in action are keys to 
building trust and relationships. Blunders to avoid: THERE IS NO 
SHORTCUT TO SUCCESS.

 

SIMPLY COVER STORY
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nderstanding the Profound Connection That Shapes Our 

UWell-being... Have you ever noticed how certain 

individuals make you feel lighter and at peace, while 

others seem to weigh you down? Our bodies and minds have an 

intriguing way of responding to different people and situations. It 

becomes increasingly apparent that there exists a powerful link 

between our health, emotions, and relationships. The way we 

interact with others, as well as our relationship with ourselves, 

profoundly influences our emotions, which in turn affect our overall 

well-being. In today's world, numerous individuals suffer from 

autoimmune diseases and psychosomatic illnesses, such as back 

pain, thyroid issues, asthma, tumors, and even cancer. Surprisingly, 

these ailments are often rooted in suppressed emotions. When we 

fail to express ourselves and allow our emotions to flow freely, we 

subject our bodies to unnecessary suffering. It is unfair to mistreat 

ourselves and then expect our bodies to reflect health and happiness. 

The bond between emotions and the body is undeniably strong.

The catalysts for our emotions often lie within our relationships. 

People we encounter generate a range of emotions within us, some 

positive and some negative. However, the most crucial relationship 

we possess is the one we have with ourselves. This relationship 

serves as the deciding factor in our emotional and physical well-

being. The way we perceive and treat ourselves resonates within 

every cell of our bodies. A constant, intricate communication loop 

exists between our emotions and our health.

To comprehend the profound relationship between emotions and 

health, we must engage in self-observation. By paying close 

attention to our bodies and mental states during moments of 

substantial emotions, such as happiness, pleasure, pain, or 

disappointment, we gain insight into this connection. Armed with 

understanding, we can then embark on healing processes to nurture 

our well-being.

Case Study - The Plight of a Successful Businessman's Wife:

Consider the case of a successful businessman whose wife 

frequently complained of various ailments over an extended period. 

Despite multiple tests and diagnoses, no significant issues were 

detected. Frustrated, the businessman mocked his wife in front of 

friends, unable to comprehend her ongoing health problems. 

Similarly, the wife was perplexed but continued to express her health 

concerns. Upon thorough research, it was revealed that the wife 

suffered from psychosomatic illnesses primarily stemming from her 

dissatisfaction with her married life. Once the object of her 

husband's admiration, she now faced constant criticism for her 

actions. Family pressures prevented her from pursuing her dreams 
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and career, leaving her confined to household duties and the 

responsibilities of raising children. As an outgoing and extroverted 

individual, she struggled to adapt to this life, even after many years 

of marriage. Her discontentment with herself and her internal 

struggles manifested through her numerous health complaints. Her 

mind, in fact, created these illnesses. The discomfort she felt within 

herself permeated her physical well-being.

Case Study - The Terrifying Grip of Anxiety:

During a recent gathering on April 30th, 2023, we explored the 

interconnectedness of health, emotions, and relationships. An 

instructive case study unfolded before our eyes. One participant had 

experienced several accidents involving family members within a 

short period. As a result, she developed a habit of frequently calling 

her family members to ensure their safety. However, during the 

meeting, her sons failed to respond to her calls due to unforeseen 

circumstances. Within minutes, she 

spiraled into a panic, exhibiting 

trembling, stuttering, cold hands, and an 

inability to concentrate on the discussion. 

This distressing state held the potential 

for developing severe illnesses. Our 

thought processes intricately influence 

our bodily functions, with this 

transformation being both subtle and 

constant. We cannot disconnect the two; 

instead, we must work on one to ensure 

the well-being of the other.

The Web of Health, Emotions, and Relationships

Ranjit Singh Khuller

SIMPLY MENTAL HEALTH
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hether to apply hot or cold in an injury?Physiotherapist 

Wtreat arthritis to pulled muscles to inflammation with 

cold packs(not ice) or hot packs(moist towels) in 

addition to exercise and modalities. Hot &cold packs are 

imidiate,effective ,affordable remedies used since ancient times. the 

tricky part is to choose between them .In general I must advise that 

for acute injury ,swelling & inflammation ,cold pack provides great 

relief .hot pack basically works good in joint stiffness, frozen 

shoulder ,rheumatoid arthritis prior to stretching ,mobilization or 

exercise.Heat and cold therapy are often recommended to help 

relieve an aching pain that results from muscle or joint damage.Cold 

treatment reduces blood flow to an injured area.

This slows the rate of inflammation and reduces the risk of swelling 

and tissue damage.It also numbs sore tissues, acting as a local 

anesthetic, and slows down the pain messages being transmitted to 

the brain.Applying heat will dilate the blood vessels, promote blood 

flow, and help sore and tightened muscles relax.Improved 

circulation can help eliminate the buildup of lactic acid waste. Heat 

is also psychologically reassuring, which can enhance its analgesic 

properties.applying heat and cold alternately can help in reduce 

swelling.

In many patients cold provide better results than hot and vice-versa, 

if you ask me why so, then I must tell you if your body is already 

freezing it can't tolerate cold, so brain will aggravate pain, and same 

happens when your body is heated up already and you apply heat to 

it. I must mention that all researches done till date support moist 

heat(hot water soaked towel etc. ) over dry heat(electric heating pad 

etc.) .When you compare dry and moist heat therapy, the latter can 
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penetrate the skin deeper and faster, getting through the muscles, 

where the root cause of the pain lies. Studies that compare these two 

pain therapies found that a greater amount of pain is relieved with 

moist heat, probably due to better penetration at the same 

temperature. Moist heat can change tissue temperatures more 

rapidly, causing temperature receptors to respond more quickly. At 

last I must say that choice is yours to use either one, but it always 

advisable to contact to your physiotherapist prior to 

applying any of these.

Are you injured or in pain? What is best to apply for

relief, cold or hot? - Dr. Nakul Ranga

SIMPLY HEALTH



Being Mindful can relieve you from STRESS

SIMPLY POSITIVITY

ind is like a monkey, keeps jumping between past and Mfuture or the fantasy channel. Alan Cohen says “Imagine 
two lawyers in a courtroom inside your head.  One is 

arguing for your possibilities and you achieving your goals. The 
other is arguing for your limits and why you don’t deserve what you 
want. Who will win? The lawyer whom you pay the most. The way 
you pay these lawyers, however, is not with money; it is with your 
attention”. 

Where your attention goes, your mind & energy flows there. Your 
mind plays a major role in holding your current attention. But your 
mind is always on an excursion mode. Mind keeps travelling 
between your past and future or to the fantasy world. Hence, your 
attention keeps wandering. Let’s test it now...Ask yourself what 
were you thinking few minutes before - I am for sure your mind was 
thinking about any one issue/situation in any one of the three realms 
(past, future or fantasy).

It’s like riding your bicycle. By continuous microscopic adjustment 
of the cycle bar to the left or right, we travel straight in a cycle. Your 
mind will keep jumping, but it is your responsibility to tie to the 
present moment awareness. You want more success & money in 
your life. You want more happiness & better health in your life. 
Success, Happiness, Health & Money are possible only in the 
present moment and do not exist in the past or the future. So, the 
starting point for any success journey begins by taming your 
powerful mind to stay in the present moment. Training your mind to 
be in the present moment is the key for perennial source of 
happiness & health. 

The first and foremost skill to learn before any other skill is being 
mindful. When you learn to become mindful, you can take action 
faster than anybody else. The only difference between a successful 
and un-successful person is the former takes ACTION.

Mindfulness is the first step towards taking 
Action in life. I’ve found a more mindful 
life to be one of the best changes possible. 
Just a few of the benefits of mindfulness 
that I’ve discovered:
 You’re more present, which means 

you’re not missing great moments by 
thinking about other things

 You are more connected with people 
you’re with

 You are more aware of urges, which 
means you can better change your 
habits

 You notice your resistance, and negative self-talk, which means 
you’re not powerless to them

 Life becomes better when you savour it.

There are a bunch of health benefits, too, but beyond all the benefits, 
a mindful life is just a joy to live. It’s not necessarily a means to an 
end — it’s an end itself. How to Be Mindful?

 Do one thing at a time. Do Single-task and a big NO to multi-
task. Remember the Zen proverb: “When walking, walk. When 
eating, eat.”

 Do it slowly and deliberately. 
 Do less. If you do less, you can do those things more slowly, 

more completely and with more concentration. 
 Spend at least 5 minutes each day doing nothing. Just sit in 

silence. Become aware of your thoughts. Focus on your 
breathing. Notice the world around you. Become comfortable 
with the silence and stillness. It’ll do you a world of good — and 
just takes 5 minutes!

 Stop worrying about the future – focus on the present. Just focus 
on what you’re doing, right now. Enjoy the present moment.

 When you’re talking to someone, be present. Focus on being 
present, enjoy your time listening to that person.

 Keep practicing. When you get frustrated, just take a deep 
breath. When you ask yourself, “What should I do now, Self?” 
the answer is “keep practicing”.

There are many practical & simple mindfulness practices which I 
had taught many students in my Breath@Work seminar. By putting 
them in daily schedule, they have seen numerous physical, mental, 
emotional benefits which has helped them to achieve peak 
performance & happiness.
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utrition Hai Zaruri is a unique diet and lifestyle Nmodification clinic. We provide a balanced diet plan for an 

individual without a crash diet and supplements, 

starvation, and short-term solutions. We strongly believe more than 

80% of health issues can be cured using a proper balance diet and for 

that we focus on variety of foods including millets. Millets are highly 

nutritious and should include in daily Diets. The sudden global fame 

of this coarse grain can be traced back to March 2021, when the 

United Nations (UN) General Assembly at its 75th session declared 

2023 the International Year of Millets (IYM2023). Millets, hardy 

dryland crops grown in Asian and African countries, are gaining 

popularity for their nutritional qualities.

Our Prime Minster Shri Narendra Modi said, “A global movement 

related to millets is an important step since they are easy to grow, 

climate resilient, and drought resistant.” Jowar (sorghum), bajra 

(pearl millet), and ragi (finger millet) are the three main millet crops 

that are currently being grown in India. India’s Finance Minister 

Nirmala Sitharaman announced the Union Budget in February 2023, 

she referred to millets as “shri anna” or the best of all grains. 

Sitharaman said IIMR (Indian Institute of Millet Research) will 

become a centre of excellence and a global hub for millet research 

and development. So all neglected crop, which all vanished from our 

plates, make a comeback. 

Govt. of RAJASTHAN is also taking Millets on heights , Rajasthan 

is set to promote the consumption of millets in a big way for 

improving nutrition levels among different sections of the 

population, by conducting various events and seminars … In the 

same series Rajasthan government has organised “Rajasthan Millet 

Conclave” Leveraging Rajasthan's Millet Heritage Innovative 

Collaborations at the Forefront Hotel Royal Orchid, Durgapura,  

18th May 2023.

 

So as a Deitician it’s my duty to creat an awareness about the 

importance of Nutrition of Millets among the society  And so 

Nutrition Hai Zaruri is running a drive  “Millet Magic By Deitician 

Kirti Jain “ Let’s understand few points about Millets :- Millets also 

known as “MOTA ANAJ” have been an essential part of the 

traditional Indian cuisine. They are an excellent source of Vit. A, B, 

phosphorus, potassium, calcium, iron and many other nutrients. 

Millets are a low-maintenance and drought-resistant grain. 

There are more than 20 different types of millets. Some of the more 

common varieties includes Bajra , Ragi , Kodo Millet,  Foxtail 

millet, Sama rice , Quinoa  and Barnyard millet 

-Why are we growing millets over rice and wheat???

Being a rain-fed crop with minimal use of fertilisers, no pesticides as 
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they are less vulnerable to insect attack. They consume less water 

than rice and wheat. They help to sustain environment by nurturing 

soils and improving their fertility and texture. 

-What are the health benefits of millets???

1. They are gluten-free, ideal for celiac disease. It aids in weight 

loss. 

2. It has low glycemic index, beneficial for lowering blood sugar 

levels and therefore controls diabetes, insulin resistance and 

hyperlipidemia. 

3. It acts as a prebiotic which helps in improving overall gut health 

and easy to digest. 

4. They are rich in antioxidants and improves immunity. 

5. It helps in lowering the risk of CVD and brings down incidents of 

colon cancer. 

-How to use millets in cooking???

Soaking the millets overnight ensures that you break down the 

phytic acid in them. Phytic acid impairs the absorption of the 

minerals like iron, zinc and calcium and makes the digesting millets 

much easier on your tummy. So don't forget to soak millets 

overnight.  Recipes that can be prepared by millets: Millet pulao, 

millet Upma, millet idli, millet uthappam, millet khichri, millet 

kheer, millet laddu etc. So millets are highly recommended and , 

everyone should replace at least one meal with millet in their plates 

to being  healthy….

The Millet Era 
SIMPLY DIET MANTRA

- Dt. Kirti Jain 
Founder & CEO of Nutrition Hai Zaruri Diet Clinic, 

Vaishali Nagar, Jaipur
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âÚU·¤æÚU ·¤æ ×é�Ø ŠØðØ ãñÐ Ÿæè »ãÜôÌ âô×ßæÚU ·¤ô ÁØÂéÚU ·Ô¤ ÛææÜæÙæ çSÍÌ ÚUæÁSÍæÙ §´ÅUÚUÙðàæÙÜ âð´ÅUÚU ·Ô¤ Üô·¤æÂü‡æ â×æÚUôã ·¤ô â´ÕôçÏÌ ·¤ÚU ÚUãð ÍðÐ ©‹ãô´Ùð ·¤ãæ ç·¤ ÚUæ’Ø âÚU·¤æÚU 
mæÚUæ ×ãæˆ×æ »æ´Ïè §´SÅUèÅU÷ØêÅU ¥æòÈ¤ »ßÙðü‹â °´Ç âôàæÜ âæ§´âðÁ, âßæ§ü ×æÙçâ´ã ¥SÂÌæÜ ×ð´ Õãé×´çÁÜæ ¥æ§üÂèÇè ÅUæòßÚU, ·¤æò‹SÅUèÅU÷ØêàæÙ €UÜÕ, çßÏæÙâÖæ ×ð´ çÇçÁÅUÜ �ØêçÁØ×, 
»æ´Ïè ÎàæüÙ �ØêçÁØ× Áñâð çÙ×æü‡æ ·¤æØü ç·¤° Áæ ÚUãð ãñ´Ð §ââð ÁØÂéÚU °·¤ çßE SÌÚUèØ àæãÚU ÕÙ·¤ÚU ©ÖÚU ÚUãæ ãñÐ ×é�Ø×´˜æè Ÿæè ¥àæô·¤ »ãÜôÌ Ùð §â ÎõÚUæÙ ÚUæÁSÍæÙ §´ÅUÚUÙðàæÙÜ âð´ÅUÚU 
·Ô¤ ×é�Ø âÖæ»æÚU, ·¤‹ßð´àæÙ ãæòÜ, ×ËÅUèÂÂüÁ ãæòÜ, Îô ç×Ùè ¥æòçÇÅUôçÚUØ×, Îô ·¤æò‹È¤ýð´â ãæòÜ, ÕôÇü ×èçÅU´» ãæòÜ, °€UÁèçÕàæÙ ãæòÜ, ÜðB¤ÚU ãæòÜ ÌÍæ Üæ§ÕýðÚUè ·¤æ ¥ßÜô·¤Ù ç·¤ØæÐ Ÿæè 
»ãÜôÌ Ùð ¥ˆØæÏéçÙ·¤ âéçßÏæ¥ô´ âð ØéQ¤ ÖßÙ ·Ô¤ ¥æç·¤üÅUðB¤ÚU ·¤è âÚUæãÙæ ·¤èÐ ©‹ãô´Ùð ×é�Ø ¥æç·¤üÅUð€UÅU Ÿæè Âý×ôÎ ÁñÙ âçãÌ çÙ×æü‡æ ·¤æØü ×ð´ Øô»ÎæÙ ÎðÙð ßæÜð Üô»ô´ ·¤ô â�×æçÙÌ 
ç·¤ØæÐ

FICCI Ladies Organisation, Jaipur Chapter, under the leadership of its new Chairperson, Ms. 
Neha Dhadda, ORGANISED A THEATRE SHOW “With Love, Aapki Saiyaara” a play 
written directed and acted by Juhi Babbar Soni. Initially the character ‘Saiyaara’ was 
conceived by Nadira Zaheer Babbar. Saiyaara is passionate, urban and undaunted. Through 
the eyes of a modern Indian woman, Saiyaara dares to dream! Her sweet and spicy take on 
‘men, marketing and more’ is interestingly conveyed in a conversational approach with the 
gallery, making the audience a part of the performance! The play deserves a closer look by 
everyone for it showcases the different aspects of the society, be it positive, comical or 
shocking. “With Love Aap ki Saiyaara” celebrates friends, parents, love and hope, the 
characters on stage or in her narration 
convey a message to treasure. Neha 
Dhadda, Chairperson addressed the 
members that FLO has started the 
skilling centre at Pratapnagar, 

whereby the ladies and college going girls have started making sustainable 
jewellery, made out of clothes & pearls which shall be gifted to all the flo members 
for their birthday. Also she shared that we have started our training programme for 
creating women -E rickshaw drivers making women economically independent. 
They will be trained to drive e-rickshaws which is a public transport, hence 
involving women in economic infra-facilities. With the support of SK Foundation, 
they will be provided easy loans from the government on their electric vehicles and 
free training to stand strong on their feet. This is to connect them with different 
livelihood options and empower our ladies with monetary power.

ÂýÎðàæ ×ð´ ãô ÚUãæ çßE SÌÚUèØ ¥æÏæÚUÖêÌ Éæ´¿ð ·¤æ çÙ×æü‡æ : 
×é�Ø×´˜æè Ùð ç·¤Øæ ÚUæÁSÍæÙ §´ÅUÚUÙðàæÙÜ âð´ÅUÚU ·¤æ Üô·¤æÂü‡æ

FICCI Flo Jaipur Chapter, Organized a Theatre Show 
“With Love, Aapki Saiyaara” a play by Juhi Babbar Soni 
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·¤Í·¤ »éM¤ çßÎêáè ÚUçà× ©ŒÂÜ ·Ô¤ ÙëˆØ âð 
ÀÜ·¤è ·¤ÕèÚU ·¤è çÙ»éü‡æ ÖçQ¤ ·¤è ÏæÚUæ

ÁßæãÚU ·¤Üæ ·Ô¤‹Îý ×ð´ ÕéÏßæÚU ·¤ô Õãè çâÌæÚU ·¤è ×ÏéÚU ÛæÙ·¤æÚU ¥õÚU ·¤Í·¤ ÙëˆØ ·¤è ÜØ, ÌæÜ ¥õÚU Öæßô´ ·Ô¤ ×´ÁÚU Ùð ßãæ´ ×õÁêÎ ÙëˆØ Âýðç×Øô´ ·¤æ çÎÜ ÁèÌ çÜØæÐ ×õ·¤æ Íæ ·¤Í·¤ 
ÙëˆØ ·¤ô â×çÂüÌ â´SÍæ ÒçÙˆØ×Ó ·¤è ¥ôÚU âð ¥æØôçÁÌ â×æÚUôã ·¤æÐ §â ×õ·Ô¤ ÂÚU ·¤Í·¤ ·Ô¤ Ü¹Ù© ƒæÚUæÙð ·¤è »éM¤ çßÎêáè ÚUçà× ©ŒÂÜ Ùð Áãæ´ ¥ÂÙð ÙëˆØ âð ·¤ÕèÚU ·¤è çÙ»é‡æ ÖçQ¤ 
·¤è ÚUâÏæÚUæ ÂýßæçãÌ ·¤è ßãè´ â´»èÌ »éM¤ Â´. ¿´Îý ×ôãÙ Ö^ ·¤è çàæcØæ¥ô´ ÖÃØæ ÎéâæÎ, çÚUØæ ß×æü ¥õÚU ŸæðØæ çâÂæÙè Ùð ÚUæ» ã×èÚU ×ð´ çâÌæÚU ·¤è ×ÏéÚU ÛæÙ·¤æÚU âð ¥ÂÙð ãéÙÚU ·¤æ ÕðãÌÚUèÙ 
ÂýÎàæüÙ ç·¤ØæÐ

Õãè ·¤ÕèÚU ·¤è çÙ»éü‡æ ÖçQ¤ ·¤è ÏæÚUæ

â×æÚUôã ·¤æ ×é�Ø ¥æ·¤áü‡æ ÚUçà× ©ŒÂÜ ·¤è ÙëˆØ ÚU¿Ùæ ÚUãèÐ ©‹ãô´Ùð ·¤ÕèÚU ·¤è çÙ»éü‡æ ÖçQ¤ ×ð´ ÚU¿è-Õâè ÚU¿Ùæ ×ð´ Âýð× ·Ô¤ ¥ÙêÆð ÚU´»ô´ ·¤ô ¥ÂÙè ×ôã·¤ ¥æ´ç»·¤ Öæß Ö´ç»×æ¥ô´ âð §â 
¥´ÎæÁ¸ ×ð´ Áèß´Ì ç·¤Øæ ç·¤ ÙëˆØ Îð¹Ùð ßæÜð ãÚU àæ�â Ùð ¹éÎ ·¤ô Âýð× ÚUâ ×ð´ Â»æ ãé¥æ ×ãâêâ ç·¤ØæÐ Ò×ðÚUð âæçãÕ ãñ´ ÚU´»ÚUðÁ, ¿éÙÚU ×ôÚUè ÚU´» ÇæÚUèÐ çâØæãè ÚU´» ÀéÇ¸æÙð ·Ô¤ ÚUð, çÎØæ ×ÁèÆæ 
ÚU´», Ïô° âð ÀêÅUð Ùãè´ ÚUð, çÎÙ çÎÙ ãôÌ âéÚU´»Ó Áñâ çÎÜ·¤àæ Öæßô´ âð ÚU¿è Øð ÚU¿Ùæ ÌèÙ ÌæÜ âôÜã ×æ˜ææ ×ð´ çÙÕh ÍèÐ §â ÎõÚUæÙ ÚUçà× ·Ô¤ ¥€Uâ ÂÚU Õ´çÎàæ ·Ô¤ çÀÂð Öæßô´ ·Ô¤ ¥ÙéM¤Â ãÚU 
ÂÜ ÕÎÜÌð Öæßô´ ¥õÚU ãæÍô´ ·Ô¤ ¥ÍüßæÙ §àææÚUô´ Ùð ÙëˆØ ÚU¿Ùæ ·¤ô âæÍü·¤ ·¤ÚU çÎØæÐ

»ê´Áè çâÌæÚU ·¤è ×Ïé ÛæÙ·¤æÚU

§â ×õ·Ô¤ ÂÚU â´»èÌ »éM¤ Â´. ¿´Îý×ôãÙ Ö^ ·¤è çàæcØæ¥ô´ ÖÃØæ ÎéâæÎ, çÚUØæ ß×æü ¥õÚU ŸæðØæ çâÂæÙè Ùð ÚUæ» ã×èÚU ×ð´ ÂãÜð çßÜ´çÕÌ ÜØ ×ð´ ÚUæ» ßæ¿·¤ âéÚUô´ ·¤è §×æÚUÌ ¹Ç¸è ·¤è ¥õÚU çÈ¤ÚU 
©â·Ô¤ ÕæÎ Î÷L¤Ì ÜØ ¥õÚU ÛææÜð ·¤è ÂýSÌéçÌ ×ð´ âéÚUô´ ·¤ô °·¤ çàæËÂè ·¤è Öæ´çÌ »É¸Ìð ãé° çßÜ´çÕÌ ×ð´ ¹Ç¸è ·¤è »§ü âéÚUô´ ·¤è §×æÚUÌ ÂÚU ×æÙô´ ÙP¤æàæè ·¤ÚU·Ô¤ ©âð ¥õÚU Öè ÖÃØ ÕÙæ çÎØæÐ

MAGAZINE PARTNER
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Rajsamand witnessed a historic and momentous occasion as 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated and laid the 
foundation stone for development projects worth 
approximately Rs 5 thousand crores in the state. On the 
occasion, Rajsamand MP, Diya Kumari expressed her gratitude 
in a speech, acknowledging Prime Minister Modi’s strong 
commitment to development. She highlighted the gauge 
conversion of the Mavli-Marwar rail line, the construction of 
the Gomti to Beawar four-lane highway, and the road 
connecting Shri Charbhuja Nath to Shrinath ji as significant 
projects resulting from the Prime Minister’s commitment to 
development. The MP also praised the ongoing development 
initiatives across India, positioning the nation as a global leader, 
with the continuous expansion of airports, national highways, 
seaports, and the enhancement of medical facilities through the 
Ayushman Bharat program and the establishment of medical 
colleges in every district. She also expressed her heartfelt 
appreciation to the Union Cabinet for the remarkable 

development work undertaken in the Rajsamand parliamentary constituency. She highlighted the approval of three Kendriya Vidyalayas in 
Rajsamand district, the selection of five railway stations in the Amrit station scheme and the selection of 16 schools in the PM Shri scheme. 
Furthermore, she also applauded the commencement of domestic gas pipeline work, the approval of an extension counter for the army 
canteen, the inclusion of Rajsamand in the digital village scheme, the allocation of thousands of crores of rupees for road construction 
under the PMGSY and CRIF schemes, the provision of health facilities under the Kisan Samman Nidhi and Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya 
Yojana, and the introduction of 5G network in Nathdwara. 

FICCI Ladies Organisation, Jaipur Chapter along with 
Driveway Devi organised an Interactive session On 
“Parenting in the Age of Anxiety” with Abha Adams, a 
much needed topic to be brought into light. Abha 
Adams is an innovative educationist, She has spent over 
37 years in Education, Media (BBC North) and Arts 
Management (Arts Council of England) both in India 
and the UK. As former Director of the Shri Ram Schools 
and Adviser Education to Step by Step School Noida, 
she has been instrumental in founding and developing 
two major educational institutions in the country. The 
event was moderated by Chairperson, FLO Jaipur 
Chapter Neha Dhadda &Anuja Mishra Bajoria Founder 
Driveway Devi. It was a power packed session where 
members were exhilarated seeking guidance on 
parenting The conversation revolved around in today’s 
world, parents facing unprecedented levels of anxiety 
when it comes to raising their children. Parents today 
must navigate the complexities of social media, cyber 

bullying, and screen addiction, all while trying to instil good values, morals, and discipline in their children. She offered guidance on how to 
build resilience in children, how to create healthy relationships, how to set appropriate boundaries, and how to promote positive mental 
health. Adams provided a wealth of information and practical tips, along with case studies and real-life examples, to help parents navigate 
the challenges they face. It was indeed an enlightening event, all the FLO members were very grateful for such a thoughtful discussion. This 
was a perfect quorum for any parent who wants to raise resilient, well-adjusted children in today’s world.

FICCI Ladies Organisation, Jaipur Chapter along with Driveway 
Devi organised an Interactive session with Abha Adams

PM MODI INAUGURATES DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS 
WORTH Rs 5000 CRORES IN RAJSAMAND
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ÖæÚUÌ âÚU·¤æÚU ·Ô¤ ÂØüÅUÙ ×´˜ææÜØ ·Ô¤ âãØô» âð °âôçâ°àæÙ ¥æòÈ¤ Çô×ðçSÅU·¤ ÅUêÚU ¥æòÂÚUðÅUâü 
¥æòÈ¤ §´çÇØæ ·Ô¤ ÚUæÁSÍæÙ ¿ñŒÅUÚU Ùð àæéR¤ßæÚU ·¤ô ãôÅUÜ Î ÚUæòØÜ ¥æç·¤üÇ, ÁØÂéÚU ×ð´ ÚUæÁSÍæÙ 
Çô×ðçSÅU·¤ ÅUêçÚU’× SÅUð·¤ãôËÇâü ·¤æò‹€UÜðß ·Ô¤ ÂýÍ× â´S·¤ÚU‡æ ·¤æ ¥æØôÁÙ ãé¥æÐ ·¤æò‹€UÜðß ×ð´ 
ÂñÙÜ çÇS·¤àæÙ´â, ×é�Ø Öæá‡æ ¥õÚU §´ÅUÚUñç€UÅUß âñàæ´â ·Ô¤ ×æŠØ× âð ¥æ»æ×è ·¤æØüØôÁÙæ ÂÚU 
¿¿æü ·¤ÚUÙð ¥õÚU çß¿æÚU-çß×àæü ·¤ÚUÙð ·Ô¤ çÜ° ÚUæÁSÍæÙ ÂØüÅUÙ ·Ô¤ âÖè çãÌÏæÚU·¤ô´ ·¤ô °·¤ ×´¿ 
ÂÚU °·¤˜æ ç·¤Øæ »ØæÐ ·¤æò‹€UÜðß ·Ô¤ ÎõÚUæÙ Âýæ§Ç ¥æòÈ¤ ÚUæÁSÍæÙ ¥ßæÇü â×æÚUôã ·¤æ Öè 
¥æØôçÁÌ ç·¤Øæ »Øæ, çÁâ×ð´ ÂkŸæè Ÿæè×Ìè »éÜæÕô âÂðÚUæ ·¤ô ÙëˆØ ·Ô¤ ÿæð˜æ ×ð´ Üæ§È¤ÅUæ§× 
¥¿èß×ð´ÅU ¥ßæÇü – ·¤Üæ ÚU% ÙëˆØ âëÁÙ ÂéÚUS·¤æÚU; Ÿæè ãÙèÈ¤ ©SÌæ ·¤ô ©SÌæ ·¤Üæ ×ð´ Øô»ÎæÙ 
·Ô¤ çÜ° ·¤Üæ ÚU% çàæËÂ âëÁÙ ÂéÚUS·¤æÚU ¥õÚU Ÿæè Öè× çâ´ã ·¤ô ÂØüÅUÙ ×ð´ ©Ù·Ô¤ Øô»ÎæÙ ·Ô¤ çÜ° 
ÂØüÅUÙ ÚU% ©ˆ·¤ëC ÙðÌëˆß ÂéÚUS·¤æÚU âð ÙßæÁæ »ØæÐ °âôçâ°àæÙ ¥æòÈ¤ Çô×ðçSÅU·¤ ÅUêÚU ¥æòÂÚUðÅUâü 
¥æòÈ¤ §´çÇØæ (°ÇèÅUè¥ô¥æ§ü), Ü»Ö» }z® âð ¥çÏ·¤ ƒæÚUðÜê ÅUêÚU ¥æòÂÚUðÅUÚUô´ ¥õÚU ãæòçSÂÅUñçÜÅUè 
ÂæÅUüÙâü ·¤è ÚUæCýèØ °âôçâ°àæÙ ãñ, çÁâ·Ô¤ âÎSØ ÂéÚUð ÎðàæÖÚU âð ãñ ¥õÚU ÖæÚUÌ ×ð´ ÂØüÅUÙ ·¤æ 
ÂéÙL¤hæÚU ·Ô¤ çÜ° âÖè Âý·¤æÚU ·¤è ØôÁÙæ¥ô´ ×ð´ ¥»ý‡æèØ Öêç×·¤æ çÙÖæ ÚUãð ãñÐ §â ¥æØôÁÙ ×ð´ 

×é�Ø ¥çÌçÍ, ×æÙÙèØ ÚUæ’Ø ×´˜æè, ÚUæÁSÍæÙ Üƒæé ©lô» çÙ»× çÜç×ÅUðÇ ¥õÚU ¥ŠØÿæ ÚUæÁSÍæÙ çÙØæüÌ â´ßÏüÙ ÂçÚUáÎ, Ÿæè ÚUæÁèß ¥ÚUôÇ¸æ Ùð ·¤ãæ, ÒÒßáü w®v~ ·¤è ÌéÜÙæ ×ð´ 
ÚUæÁSÍæÙ ×ð´ } ·¤ÚUôÇ¸ ¥çÏ·¤ ƒæÚUðÜê ÂØüÅU·¤ ¥æ° ãñ´Ð Øã ÎàææüÌæ ãñ ç·¤ »ôßæ ¥õÚU ·Ô¤ÚUÜ ·¤è ÌÚUã, ÚUæÁSÍæÙ ÂØüÅUÙ ÿæð˜æ ×ð´ °·¤ ×ãˆßÂê‡æü SÍæÙ ÚU¹Ìæ ãñÐ ×ðÜô´ ¥õÚU Ïæç×ü·¤ ÂØüÅUÙ Ùð 
ÚUæ’Ø ·¤ô ¥æ·¤áü·¤ ÕÙæ çÎØæ ãñÐÒÒ ¥ÚUôÇ¸æ Ùð ·¤ãæ ç·¤ ÚUæÁSÍæÙ ¥õlôç»·¤ ÂýôˆâæãÙ ØôÁÙæ (çÚUŒâ w®v~) âð ÂØüÅUÙ ©lô» ·¤ô ÜæÖ ãé¥æ ãñ ¥õÚU ÚUæÁSÍæÙ âÚU·¤æÚU Ùð ÂØüÅUÙ ·¤ô 
©lô» ·¤æ ÎÁæü çÎØæ ãñÐ ©‹ãô´Ùð ·¤ãæ ç·¤ Øã ÕðãÎ ¥æpØüÁÙ·¤ ãñ ç·¤ ·Ô¤´Îý âÚU·¤æÚU ·¤æ ÕÁÅU ÚUæÁSÍæÙ âð ×æ˜æ Îô»éÙæ ãñ ÁÕç·¤ ©âð ¥‹Ø ÚUæ’Øô´ ·¤ô Öè ÕÁÅU ¥æß´çÅUÌ ·¤ÚUÙæ ãôÌæ ãñÐ

With the industry status being given to tourism in Rajasthan as well as 
the various forward-looking policies and schemes such as Rajasthan 
Rural Tourism Scheme 2022, Rajasthan Guest House Scheme 2020, 
Rajasthan Film Tourism Promotion Policy etc., the state offers a 
conducive environment for investment in the State. The domestic 
tourists are significant to boost the economy and there is a need to 
segregate the demands of the tourists and cater to all kinds of tourism 
such as luxury tourism, niche tourism, religious tourism etc. A 
SWOT analysis of the infrastructure available at these sites also 
needs to be done to ensure that there is no stagnation in tourism. This 
was stated by the Principal Secretary, Tourism, Government of 
Rajasthan, Smt. Gayatri Rathore. She was delivering the Keynote 
Address at the 1st Promotional Road Show for the upcoming 
Rajasthan Domestic Travel Mart (RDTM) 2023. The Mart is being 
jointly organised by the Department of Tourism, Government of 
Rajasthan and the Federation of Hospitality and Tourism in 

Rajasthan (FHTR). It is also to be supported by Hotels and Restaurants Association of Rajasthan (HRAR), Indian Heritage Hotels 
Association (IHHA), and Rajasthan Association of Tour Operators (RATO). The Principal Secretary further said that Rajasthan is also 
developing as an important MICE and wedding destination. The numerous heritage properties in the state serve as great venues for 
weddings and MICE events. Golf courses are also being developed to boost golf tourism. Talking about the forthcoming RDTM, she said 
that it is a perfect example of a great PPP model to synergize efforts of the public and private sector to boost tourism. On the occasion, a 
MoU was also signed between the Department of Tourism and FHTR. This MoU is for digital promotion of tourism in Rajasthan in Public 
Private Partnership. On behalf of the Department, the Director, Dr. Rashmi Sharma and on behalf of FHTR, the President, Mr. Apurv 
Kumar signed the document.

MoU signed between the Department of Tourism and FHTR 
for digital promotion of tourism in Rajasthan in PPP

ÚUæÁSÍæÙ Çô×ðçSÅU·¤ ÅUêçÚU’× SÅUð·¤ãôËÇâü ·¤æò‹€UÜðß ·Ô¤ 
ÂýÍ× â´S·¤ÚU‡æ ·¤æ ¥æØôÁÙ
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Î ÅþðÜŽÜðÁâü w®wx ×ð´ ÚUæÁSÍæÙ ·Ô¤ ×Ù×ôãÙ
ãáü  Ùð ÁèÌæ ÒÈ¤SÅü ÚUÙÚU ¥ÂÒ Âýæ§Á

Sßæ×è çßßð·¤æÙ´Î ·¤è ÁØ´Ìè (ÚUæCýèØ Øéßæ çÎßâ, vw 
ÁÙßÚUè w®wx) ·Ô¤ ¥ßâÚU ÂÚU ØêçÍSÍæÙ È¤æ©´ÇðàæÙ, Ù§ü 
çÎ„è ·¤è ¥ôÚU âð ¥æØôçÁÌ ÙðàæÙÜ ÜðßÜ ¥æçÅUü·¤Ü 
ÚUæ§çÅU´» ·¤æòç�ÂçÅUàæÙ ÒÎ ÅþðÜŽÜðÁâü w®wxÒ ×ð´ ÚUæÁSÍæÙ ·Ô¤ 
×Ù×ôãÙ ãáü Ùð Îðàæ ×ð´ ÎêâÚUæ SÍæÙ Âýæ# ·¤ÚU Òफर्स्ट ÚUÙÚU 
¥ÂÒ ÂéÚUS·¤æÚU ÁèÌæ ãñÐ ×Ù×ôãÙ ãáü ·Ô¤ Sßæ×è çßßð·¤æÙ´Î 
·Ô¤ ÃØçQ¤ˆß ¥õÚU ·¤ëçÌˆß ÂÚU ·Ô¤ç‹ÎýÌ ¥æÜð¹ ÒSßæ×è 
çßßð·¤æÙ´Î ·¤æ ÁèßÙ â´Îðàæ: â·¤æÚUæˆ×·¤ ŠßçÙØô´-
âçm¿æÚUô´ ·¤æ âæßüÖõç×·¤ ·¤ôáÒ ·¤ô ·¤æòç�ÂçÅUàæÙ ·Ô¤  
çÙ‡ææüØ·¤ ×´ÇÜ ·¤è ¥ôÚU âð àæèáü Îô ¥æÜð¹ô´ ×ð´ àææç×Ü 

ç·¤Øæ »Øæ ãñÐ §â ©ÂÜçŽÏ ÂÚU ØêçÍSÍæÙ È¤æ©´ÇðàæÙ ·¤è ¥ôÚU âð ãáü ·¤ô ÒâçÅUüçÈ¤·Ô¤ÅU 
¥æòÈ¤ °€UâèÜð´â, ÅþæòÈ¤è ¥õÚU ÂéÚUS·¤æÚU ÚUæçàæ ÂýÎæÙ ·¤è Áæ°»èÐ ÚUæÁSÍæÙ âê¿Ùæ °ß´ 
ÁÙâ�Â·¤ü âðßæ ·Ô¤ ¥çÏ·¤æÚUè ×Ù×ôãÙ ãáü, ßÌü×æÙ ×ð´ ÚUæÁSÍæÙ S·¤êÜ çàæÿææ ÂçÚUáÎ, 
ÁØÂéÚU ×ð´ ©Â çÙÎðàæ·¤ (ÁÙâ�Â·¤ü) ·Ô¤ ÂÎ ÂÚU ·¤æØüÚUÌ ãñÐ ãáü, »Ì xx ßáô´ü âð Îðàæ ·¤è 
Âý×é¹ Â˜æ-Âç˜æ·¤æ¥ô´ ×ð´ SßÌ´˜æ Üð¹·¤, SÌ´Ö·¤æÚU ¥õÚU çÅUŒÂ‡æè·¤æÚU (फ्रीलांसर) ·Ô¤ 
M¤Â ×ð´ ¹ðÜ ¥õÚU â×âæ×çØ·¤ çßáØô´ ÂÚU çÙÚU´ÌÚU ¥ÂÙæ Øô»ÎæÙ Îð ÚUãð ãñÐ ØêçÍSÍæÙ 
È¤æª¤´ÇðàæÙ, Ù§ü çÎ„è ·¤è çÙÎðàæ·¤ ¥M¤‡ææ ŸæèßæSÌß mæÚUæ ÂýÎžæ ÁæÙ·¤æÚUè ·Ô¤ ¥ÙéâæÚU §â 
¥ç¹Ü ÖæÚUÌèØ ÂýçÌØôç»Ìæ ×ð´ ÂêÚUð Îðàæ âð ¥æÆ Öæáæ¥ô´ ×ð´ Ü»Ö» {®® ÂýçßçCØæ´ Âýæ# 
ãé§üÐ ·¤æòç�ÂçÅUàæÙ ×ð´ S·¤êÜè çßlæçÍüØô´ âð Üð·¤ÚU ÂýôÈÔ¤âÚU ÌÍæ  ÂýôÈÔ¤àæÙËâ âð Üð·¤ÚU 
çÚUÅUæØÇü çâçßÜ âßð´üÅU÷â Áñâð ÂýçÌÖæç»Øô´ Ùð çãSâæ çÜØæ, §â×ð´ »Üü÷â ¥õÚU ×çãÜæ¥ô´ 
·¤è Öæ»èÎæÚUè âßæüçÏ·¤ ÚUãèÐ 

SÅUðçÇØ× ·Ô¤ Âýßðàæ mæÚU ÂÚU ×ãˆßÂê‡æü 
M¤Â âð Ü»æØæ »Øæ Øã ÕãéÌ ÕÇ¸ð 
¥æ·¤æÚU ·¤æ ãðÜ×ðÅU °âÕè¥æ§ü 
Üæ§È¤ ¥õÚU ÚUæÁSÍæÙ ÚUæòØËâ 
फ्रेंचाइजी mæÚUæ ÒâéÚUÿææ ·¤ô âÿæ× 
ÕÙæÙðÓ ·¤è Öêç×·¤æ ÂÚU ÁôÚU ÎðÙð ãðÌé 
ç·¤° »° ÁÙ Áæ»M¤·¤Ìæ ÂãÜ ·¤æ 
çãSâæ ãñ °âÕè¥æ§ü Üæ§È¤ §´àØôÚUð´â, 
Áô ÖæÚUÌ ·¤è âÕâð ÖÚUôâð×´Î çÙÁè 
ÁèßÙ Õè×æ ·¤´ÂçÙØô´ ×ð´ âð °·¤ ãñ, 

¥õÚU ÚUæÁSÍæÙ ÚUæ’Ø ·¤è çR¤·Ô¤ÅU फ्रेंचाइजी ÚUæÁSÍæÙ ÚUæòØËâ Ùð ÁØÂéÚU çSÍÌ 
ƒæÚUðÜê×ñÎæÙ âßæ§ü ×æÙçâ´ã SÅUðçÇØ× ×ð´ çßàææÜÓãðÜ×ðÅUÓ §´SÅUæÜðàæÙ ·¤æ ¥ÙæßÚU‡æ 
ç·¤ØæÐ SÅUðçÇØ× ·Ô¤ Âýßðàæ mæÚU ÂÚU ×ãˆßÂê‡æü M¤Â âð Ü»æ° »° vz È¤èÅU ª¤´¿æ§ü ¥õÚU 
v} È¤èÅU ¿õÇ¸æ§ü ßæÜð ãðÜ×ðÅU ·¤è SÍæÂÙæ, Øãæ¡ ×ñ¿ Îð¹Ùð ¥æÙð ßæÜð çR¤·Ô¤ÅU 
Âýàæ´â·¤ô´ ¥õÚU àæãÚU ·¤è ÕÇ¸è ¥æÕæÎè ·Ô¤ çÜ° °·¤ ¹êÕâêÚUÌ ÙÁæÚUæ ãñÐ ÖÃØ Âñ×æÙð 
¥õÚU ¥çmÌèØ çÇÁæ§Ù ·Ô¤ âæÍ, ÒãðÜ×ðÅUÓ Ü»æÙð ·¤æ ©gðàØ âéÚUÿææ ·Ô¤ ×ãˆß ·Ô¤ ÕæÚUð ×ð´ 
Áæ»M¤·¤Ìæ Èñ¤ÜæÙæ ãñ ¥õÚU Øã ÕÌæÙæ ãñ ç·¤ ·ñ¤âð Øã ÃØçQ¤Øô´ ·¤ô ©Ù·Ô¤ âÂÙô´ ·¤ô 
ÂêÚUæ ·¤ÚUÙð ×ð´âÿæ× ÕÙæÌæ ãñÐâæÍ ãè, §â·¤æ ©gðàØ ÁèßÙ âéÚUÿææ ·¤ô ÂýæÍç×·¤Ìæ ÎðÙð 
¥õÚU ßæãÙ ¿ÜæÌð â×Ø ãðÜ×ðÅU ÂãÙÙð ·Ô¤ çÜ° Ùæ»çÚU·¤ô´ ·¤æ ŠØæÙ ¥æ·¤çáüÌ ·¤ÚUÙæ 
ãñÐ

Olympian shooter from Jaipur, Apurvi Chandela has added yet 
another feather to her cap. She has been honoured with a Doctor of 
Philosophy (PhD) by the Jagadguru Ramanandacharya Rajasthan 
Sanskrit University in Jaipur. The PhD was awarded to herby the 
Rajasthan Governor, Mr. Kalraj Mishra at the Raj Bhawan. Apurvi 
said “I am deeply humbled and grateful to receive this prestigious 
honour of a PhD. It has been a challenging yet rewarding journey, 
and I believe that this achievement is not just a testament to my hard 
work, but also to the unwavering support of my mentors and loved 
ones. I hope to continue inspiring young athletes and students to 
pursue their dreams with passion, dedication, and perseverance”

The 12th edition of the Great Indian Travel Bazaar (GITB 2023) 
ended with euphoria among the travel trade at Jaipur Exhibition 
and the Convention Centre (JECC) at Sitapura on Tuesday. The 
‘buyers’ and ‘sellers’ expressed great satisfaction on the 
networking opportunities. A total of 283 major inbound Foreign 
Tour Operators (FTOs) from 56 countries participated as foreign 
buyers in this mega event. The 3-day GITB was organized by 
Department of Tourism, Government of Rajasthan, Ministry of 
Tourism, Government of India and Federation of Indian 
Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI)

PhD AWARDED TO JAIPUR SHOOTER 
APURVI CHANDELA

GITB 2023 ENDS WITH EUPHORIA 
AMONG THE TRAVEL TRADE

°âÕè¥æ§ü Üæ§È¤ §´àØôÚUð´â ¥õÚU ÚUæÁSÍæÙ ÚUæòØËâ Ùð
ÁØÂéÚU  ·Ô¤ âßæ§ü ×æÙçâ´ã SÅUðçÇØ× ×ð´
çßàææÜ ÒãðÜ×ðÅUÓ ·¤æ ¥ÙæßÚU‡æ ç·¤Øæ
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Ryan Group of Institutions Awarded
Navabharat CSR Award 2023 for Child

Education and Upliftment
ßðÎæ´Ìæ çÜç×ÅUðÇ ·¤ô ç·¤‹âð´çÅþ·¤ ÕðSÅU 
°�ŒÜæòØÚU ¥ßæÇü - §´çÇØæ w®ww âð 
â�×æçÙÌ ç·¤Øæ »Øæ ãñ, Áô çßE SÌÚU ÂÚU 
âÕâð ÂýçÌçDÌ â�×æÙô´ ×ð´ âð °·¤ ãñ 
ÐßðÎæ´Ìæ Ùð Øã ƒæôá‡ææ ·¤ÚUÌð ãé° ÕÌæØæ 
ç·¤ Øã ÂéÚUS·¤æÚU ç·¤‹âð´çÅþ·¤ ·¤è ¥ôÚU âð 
©Ù â´»ÆÙô´ ·¤ô çÎØæ ÁæÌæ ãñ, çÁ‹ãô´Ùð 
ÕðãÌÚU ÃØæßâæçØ·¤ ÂçÚU‡ææ× Âýæ# ·¤ÚUÙð 

·Ô¤ çÜ° ¥ÂÙð Üô»ô´ ·¤ô âàæQ¤ ç·¤Øæ ãñ, ©Ù·Ô¤ ÁèÙð ·Ô¤ ¥´ÎæÁ ·¤ô ÕÎÜæ ãñÐ ßðÎæ´Ì ·¤æ 
ÂèÂéÜ-È¤SÅUüÙÁçÚUØæ °·¤ °ðâð ·¤Ë¿ÚU ·¤ô ÕÉ¸æßæ ÎðÌæ ãñ Áô Ù ·Ô¤ßÜ ×ÁÕêÌ ãñ ÕçË·¤ 
ÜéÖæßÙæ Öè ãñÐ â´»ÆÙ ·Ô¤ ×êÜ ×êËØô´ ×ð´ Ùßæ¿æÚU ·¤ÚUÌð ÚUãÙæ, ÚU¿Ùæˆ×·¤Ìæ ÕÙð ÚUãÙæ 
¥õÚU çßçßÏÌæ ·¤æ Âôá‡æ ·¤ÚUÌð ÚUãÙæ àææç×Ü ãñ´Ð ·¤´ÂÙè ×ð´ âèçÙØÚU ÂôÁèàæÙ ÂÚU ÕñÆð Üô» 
¥ÂÙð ·¤×ü¿æçÚUØô´ ·Ô¤ çÜ° °·¤ ç×âæÜ ·¤æØ× ·¤ÚUÌð ãñ´Ð ©Ù·Ô¤ ¥ÙéÖßô´ ·¤ô â×ëh ·¤ÚUÌð 
ã ñ ´ Ð  ß ðÎ æ ´Ì æ  · Ô ¤  °¿¥æÚ U  Ù è çÌ × ð ´  âÖè ÃØßâæØô ´  × ð ´  °·¤ 
©lô»¥»ý‡æèçÙØôQ¤æÕÙÙð·Ô¤çÜ°°·¤â×æßðàæèÎëçC·¤ô‡æàææç×ÜãñÐ ×é´Õ§ü ×ð´ ¥æØôçÁÌ 
°·¤ ÂéÚUS·¤æÚU â×æÚUôã ×ð´ ·¤´ÂÙè ·¤è ¥ôÚU âð ÂéÚUS·¤æÚU Âýæ# ·¤ÚUÌð ãé°, ßðÎæ´Ìæ çÜç×ÅUðÇ ·Ô¤ 
»ýéÂ âè§ü¥ô Ÿæè âéÙèÜ Îé‚»Ü Ùð ·¤ãæ, ÒÂýçÌçDÌ ç·¤‹âð´çÅþ·¤ ÕðSÅU °�ŒÜæòØÚU ¥ßæÇü âð 
â�×æçÙÌ ç·¤° ÁæÙð ÂÚU ã× ÕãéÌ ¹éàæ ãñ´Ð ç·¤‹âð´çÅþ·¤ mæÚUæ Øã ×æ‹ØÌæ ã×æÚUè ¥ÂÙð 
Üô»ô´ ÂÚU ÖÚUôâð ·¤è ÕæÙ»è ãñÐ ßðÎæ´Ìæ ×ð´, ã×æÚUð ·¤×ü¿æÚUè ã×æÚUè âÕâð ÕÇ¸è â´Âçžæ ãñ ¥õÚU 
ã×ð´ çßE SÌÚU ÂÚU ¥ÂÙð ·¤×ü¿æçÚUØô´ ·Ô¤ ¥æÎàæü ÃØßãæÚU ÂÚU ÕãéÌ »ßü ãñÐ 

ROSKINO, a Russian film 
promotion body, with the 
support of the Ministry of 
Cu l tu r e  o f  t he  Rus s i an  
Federation, has launched a new 
project, Filming Locations in 
Russia, to promote Russian 
regions as filming locations for 

international filmmakers. The 2023 program includes several 
destinations: Moscow, Moscow Region, Sochi and Krasnodar 
Region, Kaliningrad Region, St. Petersburg, and Leningrad 
Region. Each of these regions offers a wide variety of filming 
locations—from natural landscapes to large historical and 
architectural monuments—as well as assistance in all areas of 
filming. Producers from Asian and Middle Eastern states, CIS 
countries will be invited to the film location tours to Russia. As 
part of the first tour in April, a group of Indian producers are 
currently studying film locations in Moscow, the Moscow region 
and Sochi. The official hospitality partner is the Moscow City 
Tourism Committee. Olga Lyubimova, Minister of Culture of the 
Russian Federation: “The project will reveal to foreign film 
industry professionals the beauty and diversity of Russian 
regions, as well as the richness of the opportunities and benefits of 
filming in Russia”

ßñàææÜè Ù»ÚU ×ð´ ÖæÙÙ»ÚU çSÍÌ �UÜñàæ °´ÅUÚUÅUðÙ×ð´ÅU Çæ´â €UÜæâðÁ ·¤è ¥ôÚU âð §´ÅUÚUÙðàæÙÜ  
Çæ´â Çð âðçÜÕýðÅU ç·¤Øæ »ØæÐ Çæ´â ã×æÚUð âæÍ ·¤æÈ¤è Ü´Õð â×Ø âð ÁéÇ¸æ ãé¥æ ãñ §âçÜ° 
ãÚU âæÜ w~ ¥ÂýñÜ ·¤ô ¥´ÌÚUÚUæcÅþèØ Çæ´â çÎßâ ×ÙæØæ ÁæÌæ ãñ §â ©ÂÜÿæ ×ð´ �UÜñàæ 
°´ÅUÚUÅUðÙ×ð´ÅU ·Ô¤ ÇæØÚUð€UÅUÚU çß·¤æâ Ùð ÕÌæØæ ·¤è Çæ´â ã×æÚUæ M¤ÅUèÙ ÕÙ »Øæ ãñ Çæ´â °·¤ 
×ÙôÚU´ÁÙ ãè Ùãè´ °€UâÚUâæ§Á ·¤æ Öè ×æŠØ× ãñ Çæ´â Çð ·Ô¤ ©ÂÜÿæ ×ð´ °·Ô¤Ç×è ·Ô¤ 
SÅUêÇð´ÅU÷â âéãæÙæ çÎçßáæ ·¤ëçÌ·¤æ ÙÃØæ ÁæÙßè ÂÚUè ßæ‡æè Ïýéß ¥Ùæ¥æ ¿çÿæÌæ ÚUçÿæÌ °ß´ 
ÂýæÍèü Ùð Çæ´â ·¤è ÂýçÌÖæ çÎ¹æ§ü ¥õÚU ÂéÚUS·¤æÚU Öè Âýæ# ç·¤ØæÐ Çæ´â Çð ÂÚU SÅUêÇð´ÅU Ùð ãè Ùãè´ 
©Ù·Ô¤ ÂðÚUð´ÅU÷â Ùð Öè °´ÁæòØ ç·¤Øæ ¥õÚU ¥ÂÙæ ÅUñÜð´ÅU Çæ´â ·¤ÚU·Ô¤ °ß× »ð× ¹ðÜ ·Ô¤ 
çÎ¹æØæ âÖè ÂýçÌÖæ¥ô´ ·¤ô ÂéÚUS·¤ëÌ Öè ç·¤Øæ »Øæ

The Department of Arts at 
Manipal University Jaipur 
organized the ‘Jashn-e-
Youth’ programme recently. 
Students showcased their 
talents in the event. The 
programme commenced 
with the lighting of the lamp 
b y  t h e  D e a n  o f  t h e  

Department, Prof. Komal Audichya, Head, HR, Mr. M.S. Sridhar, 
and all the department heads. During the inauguration, Prof. 
Audichya emphasized on the power of books as our ultimate 
mentors, elaborating that those who embrace the joy of reading 
are destined to become exceptional leaders. Reading good books, 
setting goals, and working hard will lead to success. Books not 
only provide knowledge but also bring mental peace. She advised 
students to keep their mobile phones away for a few hours every 
day and devote time to books, which will make their lives better. 
The welcome speech was delivered by Dr. Arun Kumar Poonia, 
the organizer of the event. Following this, various activities were 
organized. The first program, ‘Izhaar,’ highlighted the ups and 
downs of life through poetry. On this occasion, students presented 
dance and singing performances.

Indian filmmakers looking for new 
filming locations in Russia

Çæ´â Çð ÂÚU SÅUêÇð´ÅU Ùð çÎ¹æØæ ãéÙÚU MUJ ORGANIZES ‘ ’ JASHN-E-YOUTH
PROGRAMME
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Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited 
(BPCL) is pleased to announce that Shri 
Raj Kumar Dubey has today taken over as 
Director (Human Resources) of the 
company. Shri Dubey brings with him a 
wealth of experience in business and 
human capital development, having 
worked in the industry for over 34 years. 
Shri Dubey is an alumnus of NIT 
Allahabad, with a degree in Mechanical 
Engineering. He has also acquired a 

Master of Business Administration from the International Centre for 
Promotion of Enterprises, Ljubljana, Slovenia. Throughout his 
career, he has implemented several strategic organizational 
development initiatives and change management processes 
impacting more than 400 locations and 7,500 people and has worked 
closely with international consultants in the areas of organization 
restructuring, visioning, and HR planning, and has successfully led 
several leadership positions and concluded various critical and 
challenging assignments across various business verticals like 
Aviation, Operations, HR, and Retail in and across different regions. 
Mr. Dubey has brought in customer centricity in the Fuel Retailing 
Channel by pioneering the marketing of differentiated products & 
premium fuels to great heights maintaining the leadership position.

The 8th edition of the Ballet Exposé 
was organised at the Maharana Pratap 
Auditorium in Jaipur today. This 
year, the ballet exposé was themed 
‘In conversation with Dance’. The 
theme showcased how movements 
inspire creativity and beautifully 
communicates various emotions 

through our body. It is a medium to express the feelings and 
thoughts that are inside every artist. As many as 50 participants 
between the ages of 5 years to 45 years performed Ballet and 
Latin dance forms to authentic Latin, Classical and Bollywood 
tunes. The programme was organised by Stripes Dance 
Company. The programme began with unique ‘Ganesh Vandana’ 
in Ballet and Kathak fusion style. While ballet was performed by 
Adittee Somani Mansingka and Anika Bhargava, Kathak was 
presented by Kriti Agarwal and Aanvi Agarwal. This was 
followed by scintillating performances by the participants on 
various authentic Latin and Bollywood tunes like ‘Raindrops’, 
‘Whole new world’, ‘Never enough’, ‘Try everything’, ‘Kasoor’, 
among others. Furthermore, an enchanting performance of 
Ladies Salsa was also performed on ‘Bella Ciao’ and ‘Perhaps’. 
The programme concluded with a beautiful medley performance 
on ‘Jag Changa’ and ‘Time of my Life’. 

On the occasion of issuing its e-
catalog, the Festival de Cannes 
wishes to acknowledge all 
partners, both long-standing 
and recent, for their presence 
and contribution, their energy 
and expertise, which they are 
once again expending for the 

76th Festival, starting on Tuesday, May 16, 2023. The Festival de 
Cannes enjoys exceptional media coverage thanks to France 
Télévisions and Brut., it features the elegance celebrated by 
Chopard, l’Oréal Paris, Kering and Dessange, the youthful 
creativity highlighted by TikTok, and a commitment to a more eco-
responsible event thanks to the official fleet of fully-electric BMWs. 
The Festival de Cannes is pleased to be able to count on 
Mastercard’s support with different payment systems, on Air France 
and Europcar, which are committed to providing transportation to 
our visitors, and on Randstad, which is recruiting nearly a thousand 
people to welcome festival-goers for 12 days. This year, Cannes 
welcomes back HP, which offers the 4,000 journalists who cover the 
Festival the best working conditions in the areas reserved for the 
press, and which produces the monumental posters adorned with 
Catherine Deneuve’s face to be displayed on the Palais. 

Manipal University Jaipur 
has been granted Rs 10 
crore by the Department of 
Science and Technology 
(DST), Govt. of India as 
part of its ‘Promotion of 
University Research and 
Scientific Excellence’ 
(PURSE) programme 
under a special call. The 

grant was sanctioned for a multidisciplinary Project, 
“Development and utilization of high value products from waste 
resources: circular solution for agricultural and non-agricultural 
applications”. The project aims to provide a solution for the solid 
waste management by using different municipal and agriculture 
waste products by converting into biochar and further 
applications in construction, rubber compounding, different 
biological, energy and agricultural applications. Project 
Implementation Group include Dr. Lalita Ledwani (Project 
Coordinator), Dr. Abhishek Sharma, Dr. Rakesh Sharma and Dr. 
Rohit Jain. Different advanced instrumentation and analysis 
facility will be established, which will be beneficial for the 
scientific and technological development of this region. 

SHRI RAJ KUMAR DUBEY TAKES OVER AS 
DIRECTOR (HR) OF BHARAT PETROLEUM

MESMERISING BALLET AND LATIN 
DANCE DISPLAY ENTHRALS JAIPUR

The Festival de Cannes thanks its 
official partners

MANIPAL UNIVERSITY JAIPUR AWARDED RS 10
CRORE  PURSE GRANT FROM DST,

GOVT OF INDIA
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Ecom Express Limited, a 
leading end-to-end technology-
enabled logistics solutions 
provider, announced the launch 
of three new services, Same 
Day Delivery (SDD), Same Day 
Delivery+(SDD+), and Next 
Day Delivery (NDD) to cater to 
the growing demands of e-

commerce players in India. With the launch of these services, Ecom 
Express aims to improve the customer experience by offering faster 
and more reliable deliveries, thereby increasing their customer base. 
One of the major concerns of e-commerce players, especially D2C 
brands, is faster delivery. The solutions not only enhance the overall 
customer experience by offering better speed but also increase seller 
revenue through reduced returns. Ecom Express’s Same Day 
Delivery (SDD) service aims to address this concern with its key 
features such as cut-off time of5 AM and 11 AM for receiving the 
orders, guaranteed same-day delivery in key cities, and customized 
cut-offs as per the requirements of customers. Ecom Express’ SDD+ 
is designed for high selling SKUs, which are kept and fulfilled 
through micro-fulfillment centers placed within cities. With a cut-
off time as high as 2 PM, the service assures faster parcel deliveries 
to customers. 

AU Small Finance Bank (AU 
SFB) today in a stock exchange 
filling announced that it has 
received the Authorized Dealer 
Category-I (AD Cat-I) license 
from Reserve Bank of India 
(RBI). This license will allow 
the Bank to undertake foreign 
currency (FCY) transactions 
and operate in the foreign 
exchange market, thereby 
making the Bank complete in 
terms of its products and 

services offerings to its customers. Bank will now be able to offer 
a full range of foreign exchange services, including currency 
exchange, remittances, forex cards, and cross-border trade 
services including import and export credit solutions like export 
finance, trade receivables discounting, Buyers credit, Suppliers 
credit etc. as well as a range of non-fund based products like 
Letter of Credit, Bank Guarantees, Letter of undertakings etc. 
thereby catering to every need of its customers. The AD-I license 
will open up opportunity for the Bank to on-board new category 
of customers involved in exports/imports and whom the Bank 
couldn’t serve till now.

¥æòÜ-‹Øê ÕôÜðÚUô ×ñ€Uâ çÂ·¤-¥Â ÚUð´Á ×ð´ ç×Üð»ð 
ÕðÁôÇ¸ È¤è¿ÚU ß ÁÕÚUÎSÌ ÂÚUÈ¤æò×ð´üâ, ßã Öè 
¥çßEâÙèØ ·¤è×Ì ÂÚU ç×Üð»è ÕðãÌÚU ×æ§ÜðÁ, 
ÂÚUÈ¤æò×ð´üâ, ·¤´È¤ÅUü, âð�UÅUè ¥õÚU ÂýôÇðç€UÅUçßÅUè, 
È¤æØÎð ·¤æ âõÎæ »ýæã·¤ô´ ·Ô¤ çÜ° ×çã´Îýæ âð Ü»æß 
·¤ô ×ÁÕêÌ ·¤ÚUÙð ·Ô¤ çÜ° Ù§ü ÕôÜðÚUô ×ñ€Uâ çÂ·¤-
¥Â ÚUð´ÁÑ ¥ˆØæÏéçÙ·¤ âéçßÏæ¥ô´ ·Ô¤ âæÍ 
çÕÜ·¤éÜ Ù§ü »æÇ¸è, çÈ¤ÚU Öè ·¤è×Ì ×ð´ ·¤ô§ü 

ÕÎÜæß Ùãè´ ÁæÙÎæÚU x®z® ç××è ·¤æ»ôü ÕðÇ âçãÌ v.x ÅUÙ âð Üð·¤ÚU w ÅUÙ Ì·¤ ·¤è 
ÂðÜôÇ ÿæ×Ìæ, §â âð»×ð´ÅU ×ð´ ©lô» ×ð´ ÂãÜè ÕæÚU ãé¥æ ãñ °ðâæÐ ÕðãÌÚU àæçQ¤ ¥õÚU ÅUæò·¤ü ·Ô¤ 
âæÍ ÙØæ °×wÇè §´ÁÙ, Áô ÖæÚUè ßÁÙ ·¤ô ¥æâæÙè âð â´ÖæÜÙð ×ð´ âÿæ×Ð Àã Öæáæ¥ô´ 
×ð´ ×ôÕæ§Ü °ðÂ ÂÚU ©ÂÜŽÏ z® âð ¥çÏ·¤ âéçßÏæ¥ô´ ·Ô¤ âæÍ ¥æ§ü×ñ€Uâ âæòËØêàæÙ ßæÜè 
àæçQ¤àææÜè �UÜèÅU ×ñÙðÁ×ð´ÅU Ì·¤Ùè·¤, ßè·¤Ü Åþñç·¤´», M¤ÅU ŒÜæçÙ´», °€UâÂð´â ×ñÙðÁ×ð´ÅU, 
çÁØô-ÈÔ¤´çâ´» ¥õÚU ßè·¤Ü ãðËÍ ×æòçÙÅUçÚU´» ·¤ÚUÌè ãñ ¥æâæÙÐ Îô âèÚUèÁ ×ð´ ©ÂÜŽÏ – 
°¿Çè âèÚUèÁ (°¿Çè w.®°Ü, v.|°Ü ¥õÚU v.|, v.x) ¥õÚU çâÅUè âèÚUèÁ (çâÅUè 
v.x, v.y, v.z ¥õÚU çâÅUè âè°ÙÁè)Ð ÖæÚUÌ ×ð´ Ù´ÕÚU v çÂ·¤¥Â Õýæ´Ç ÕôÜðÚUô çÂ·¤-¥Â 
·Ô¤ çÙ×æüÌæ ×çã´Îýæ °´Ç ×çã´Îýæ (°×°´Ç°×) Ùð ¥æÁ ¥ÂÙè ¥æòÜ-‹Øê ÕôÜðÚUô ×ñ€Uâ çÂ·¤-
¥Â ÚUð´Á (Bolero MaXX Pik-Up range) Üæò‹¿ ·¤èÐ |.}z Üæ¹ L¤Â° 
(°€Uâ-àæôM¤×) ·¤è×Ì âð àæéM¤ ¥æòÜ-‹Øê ÕôÜðÚUô ×ñ€Uâ çÂ·¤-¥Â ÚUð´Á ·¤ô »ýæã·¤ô´ ¥õÚU 
¥æòÂÚUðÅUÚUô´ ·¤ô °·¤ ·¤× ·¤è×Ì ÂÚU ÁÕÚUÎSÌ È¤è¿ÚU ¥õÚU ÂÚUÈ¤æò×ð´üâ ÎðÙð ·Ô¤ çÜ° ÌñØæÚU ç·¤Øæ 
»Øæ ãñÐ

The producer of Deepti Naval 
and Kalki Koechlin starrer 
Goldfish,  Amit Saxena is 
collaborating with National Film 
Award-winning Tigmanshu 
Dhulia on a three-film deal. As 
part of the deal, Amit’s Splendid 
Films will  produce three 

films/series along with Tigmanshu Dhulia Productions LLP.  
Dhulia, who is a National School of Drama graduate, is a widely 
acclaimed Indian filmmaker. He has directed critically acclaimed 
movies such as ‘Paan Singh Tomar’, which went on to win a 
National Film Award for best film in 2012. He also directed 
‘Sahib Biwi Aur Gangster’  The Great Indian Murder, criminal 
justice in addition to many others. He also wrote dialogues for 
‘Dil se’, acted in ‘Gangs of Wasseypur’ and was a casting director 
for ‘Bandit Queen’.  Goldfish, the maiden production of Splendid 
Films starring Deepti Naval and Kalki Koechlin, set in London, 
deals with memory and identity. The film had its World Premiere 
at 27th Busan International Film Festival 2023, European 
premiere in London at the Raindance Film Festival and India 
Premiere at the 53rd International Film Festival of India 2023. 

Ecom Express Limited launches 
3 new services for faster deliveries

AU Small Finance Bank receives Authorised
Dealer Category-I (AD Cat-I) 

license from RBI

×çã´Îýæ Ùð ¥æòÜ-‹Øê ÕôÜðÚUô ×ñ€Uâ çÂ·¤-¥Â ÚUð´Á âð ÖæÚUÌ ·Ô¤
çÂ·¤¥Â âð»×ð´ÅU ×ð´ ×¿æ§ü ãÜ¿Ü; |.}z Üæ¹ L¤Â° âð àæéM¤

Goldfish producer Amit Saxena signs a three films
series deal with the National Film Award-winning 

filmmaker Tigmanshu Dhulia
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The popular ‘M Sport’ 
variant of the all-new BMW 
X1 sports activity vehicle 
(SAV) has been introduced 
today in India in a petrol 
version as well – BMW X1 
sDrive18i M Sport. Locally 
produced at BMW Group 
Plant Chennai, the car is 
available for bookings at 
BMW dealership network 

and through Shop.bmw.in. Deliveries will commence from June. 
Mr. Vikram Pawah, President, BMW Group India said, “The all-
new BMW X1 has really caught the imagination of customers who 
were waiting for a luxury SAV that’s an all-rounder in the true sense. 
In overwhelming demand since its launch three months ago, X1 has 
upheld its dominating position within the segment thanks to its 
commanding presence, highly efficient and dynamic performance 
and class-leading tech features. Our ‘M Sport’ style variant always 
receives special attention due to its dynamic M design and luxurious 
interiors inspired by high-performance motorsport genes. Looking 
at the high customer interest, we are glad to introduce the M Sport 
variant in petrol as well – BMW X1 sDrive18i M Sport. With this, 
we add more thrill to the range and a new dimension of joy.”

Renault, the leading European 
brand in India, has refreshed 
KIGER’s variant portfolio with 
enhance value proposition, now 
offering KIGER RXT (O) MT 
variant at an attractive pricing 
of INR 7.99 lacs with class 

leading features like 8” touchscreen with wireless connectivity, 
LED Head lamps, Alloy Wheels & High Center Console and a 
whole gamut of features offering enhanced driving experience. 
The company has also launched best ever offers on RXZ version 
which includes benefits up to INR 10,000 cash, INR 20,000 under 
exchange, corporate benefits up to INR 12,000 and loyalty 
benefits up to INR 49,000. According to Venkatram 
Mamillapalle, Country CEO & Managing Director, Renault India 
Operations, Renault India remains committed to deliver world-
class products and services that meet the evolving needs of our 
customers. With the introduction of enhanced range of Renault 
KIGER, we are thrilled to offer our customers a perfect blend of 
style, performance, along with safety. As per our global 
commitment to human first program, we are committed to expand 
our product reach by democratising next gen technology 
therefore, we have ensured that the KIGER is priced 
competitively, at the same time equipped with enhance value in 
terms of the safety, quality and features. 

Sharbat, the sweet and refreshing drink 
has the power to bring back memories of 
childhood. The tradition of having 
sharbat in summer always strikes 
nostalgia.In Indian households, making 
sharbat is a family affair, with everyone 
pitching in to help prepare the drink. 
Grandmothers are often the ones who 

pass down their traditional recipes and techniques for making 
sharbat. In the summer season, tea gets replaced with sharbat while 
welcoming guests. Sharbats are offered as a thirst quencher to beat 
the scorching summer heat. As the temperatures rise and people 
begin to seek out refreshing drinks to quench their thirst, Mother’s 
Recipe, one of India’s leading food brands has launched a DVC 
campaign for its newly launched Summerwala Sharbat. This 
delicious and refreshing range of Mother’s Recipe sharbat is perfect 
for those hot summer days.We have all seen our mothers 
indulgingin the process of making khus, aam panna and many other 
drinks at home. Whether we returned from school or came back 
from playing, or it was a special occasion or a family gathering, one 
thing common for the summer season was the cooling, refreshing 
sharbat. 

Motorola, an iconic global 
smartphone brand known for its 
legacy in innovation and reliability 
has emerged as India’s best 5G 
smartphone brand according to a 
survey report published by 
Techarc, a leading technology 

research and consulting firm. As per the 3C framework adopted 
by Techarc, all smartphone brands were evaluated on three core 
factors that users want in a 5G smartphone i.e., connectivity, 
coverage, and capability. Motorola with its excellent 5G 
smartphones portfolio and industry-best performance was the 
clear winner by excelling in all three parameters. Motorola has 
always raised the bar to ensure that the 5G experience on their 
smartphones is truly the best in the industry – with exceptional 
reliability, optimization, coverage, and security, delivering 
industry-leading speeds and higher coverage in both urban, 
indoor and rural areas. The brand’s 5G smartphone portfolio in 
India is extremely comprehensive and cuts across multiple 
smartphone segments, including mass, mid, and premium. In 
terms of connectivity, with support for up to 13 5G bands across 
its devices, the brand secured the No 1 rank by having all the low 
and mid bands (F1) of 5G in their smartphones.

Xceed: The all-new  BMW X1 sDrive18i M
Sport launched in India

Mother’s Recipe unveils its Summer wala
Sharbat  DVC with a new tagline #Swad Jo 

DilayeBachhpan ki yaad

Motorola emerges as India’s Best
5G  smartphone brand

RENAULT INDIA LAUNCHES
ENHANCED  RANGE OF KIGER
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Bookings open for the first-ever
BMW  X3 M40i xDrive

BMW India will open 
bookings for the first-
ever BMW X3 M40i 
xDrive from 12:30 hrs, 
19 April 2023 onwards. 
The car will be available 
in limited units and can 
be exclusively booked at 
the BMW Online Shop 
for INR 5,00,000. The 
car is scheduled to be 

launched in India in May 2023. Engineered by M, the car elevates 
the sporty, modern BMW X3 to the realm of M. Numerous distinct 
M elements in the exterior and interior give birth to a commanding 
personality suited for high-performance circles. Under the hood, the 
M40i 3-litre engine, a powerhouse charged with M genes, is raring 
for unadulterated sheer driving pleasure. An outstanding driving 
experience is guaranteed together with Adaptive M Suspension, M 
Sport differential, M Sport brakes and the BMW xDrive all-wheel 
drive. To further enhance the sporty appearance, customers can 
personalise their car with special M alloys. Customers can visit 
https://www.bmw.in/X3M40i and explore a 360° view of the car’s 
exterior and interior. They will be directed to a bookings page where 
booking can be done through a secure online payment mechanism. 

ÖæÚUÌ ×ð´ ÒÁæòØ §ü-Õæ§ü·¤Ó ·Ô¤ 
Ùæ× âð §Üðç€UÅþ·¤ ÎôÂçãØæ 
ßæãÙ ÕÙæÙð ßæÜð ÖæÚUÌ ·Ô¤ 
¥»ý‡æè çÙ×æüÌæ¥ô´ ×ð´ âð °·¤ 
ßæÇüçßÁ¸Çü §Ùôßðàæ‹â °‡Ç 
×ôçÕçÜÅUè çÜç×ÅUðÇ Ùð ¥ÂÙð 
ÙðÅUß·¤ü ·¤æ çßSÌæÚU ÁæÚUè 
Ú U¹Ì ð  ã é°  §Ü ð ç€ U Å þ · ¤  
×ôçÕçÜÅUè ·¤ô ©ÂÖôQ¤æ¥ô´ ·Ô¤ 

·¤ÚUèÕ ÜæÙð ·¤è çÎàææ ×ð´ °·¤ ¥õÚU ·¤Î× ÕÉ¸æØæ ãñÐ ¥ÂÙð çÇSÅþèŽØêÅUÚU-ÇèÜÚU ×æòÇÜ ·Ô¤ 
ÂéÙ»üÆÙ ·Ô¤ ÌãÌ ·¤´ÂÙè Ùð ¥æÁ ÁØéÂÚU ×ðð´ ¥ÂÙð °€Uâ€UÜéçÁ¸ß çÇSÅþèŽØêÅUÚU àæôM¤× 
·¤æ ©fæÅUÙ ç·¤ØæÐ Çþè�Á¸ §üßè ßËÇü ·Ô¤ ÕñÙÚU ÌÜð ¹ôÜæ »Øæ Øã àæôM¤× ÌæÜé·¤æ-
çÁ¸Üæ ÇèÜÚUô´ ·Ô¤ âæÍ ¥ÂÙð çÚUàÌô´ ·¤ô ×ÁÕêÌ ÕÙæÙð ·¤è çÎàææ ×ð´ ·¤´ÂÙè ·¤æ ÂãÜæ 
·¤Î× ãñÐ ·¤´ÂÙè ·¤æ ÙØæ çÇSÅþèŽØêÅUÚU àæôM¤× Çþè�â §üßè ßËÇü, ×´»Ü× ÚUðçÇ°‹â, 
°ØÚUÂôÅUü ŒÜæÁ¸æ, ÁØÂéÚU, ÚUæÁSÍæÙ ×ð´ çSÍÌ ãñÐ xz®® ß»üÈ¤èÅU ×ð´ Èñ¤Üæ Øã àæôM¤× 
âÖè âðËâ °ß´ âçßüâ âéçßÏæ¥ô´ âð ØéQ¤ ãñ, Áô ÚUæ’Ø ×ð´ Õýæ‡Ç ·¤è Âãé´¿ ÕÉ¸æÙð ×ð´ 
×ÎÎ»æÚU ãô»æÐ àæôM¤× ×ð´ ·¤´ÂÙè ·Ô¤ Üô °ß´ ãæ§ü-SÂèÇ §Üðç€UÅþ·¤ ßæãÙô´ ¥õÚU Íýè-
ÃãèÜÚU ·¤è â�Âê‡æü ÚUð´Á ·Ô¤ âæÍ-âæÍ ãæÜ ãè ×ð´ Üæò‹¿ ç·¤Øæ »Øæ §Üðç€UÅþ·¤ S·¤êÅUÚU 
ÇŒ�Ãñ ¥õÚU ·¤´ÂÙè ·¤æ ÂãÜæ Íýè-ÃãèÜÚU ÁæòØ §ü-çÚU·¤ Öè ©ÂÜŽÏ ãô»æÐ Øã àæôM¤× 
©ÂÖôQ¤æ¥ô´ ·¤ô ¥ÂÙè ÌÚUã ·¤æ ¥ÙêÆæ ¥ÙéÖß ÂýÎæÙ ·¤ÚUð»æ, âæÍ ãè §ÙôßðàæÙ °ß´ 
»é‡æßžææ ·Ô¤ çÜ° Õýæ‡Ç ·¤è ÂýçÌÕhÌæ ·¤ô Öè Îàææü°»æÐ 

ÁæòØ §ü-Õæ§ü·¤ Ùð ÁØÂéÚU ×ð´ ¹ôÜæ 
°€Uâ€UÜéçÁ¸ß çÇSÅþèŽØêÅUÚU àæôM¤×

Jawa Yezdi Motorcycles range boosted with 
tech for a superlative riding experience

Renewed and reimagined, Jawa 
Yezdi motorcycles has injected 
substantial tech enhancements to its 
range of motorcycles that elevate 
the riding experience to the next 
level. With this update, the 
motorcycles have gained a massive 

boost in rideability and refinement, while increasing the value 
proposition of the range. The new motorcycles are available across 
the brand’s dealership network pan-India. The changes come along 
with the motorcycles also confirming to the BS-VI Phase 2 (OBD2) 
emission norms. Making the announcement, Ashish Singh Joshi, 
CEO – Jawa Yezdi Motorcycles said, “Right from the beginning, 
Jawa Yezdi Motorcycles has prioritized technology to offer the best 
performance and riding experience to its consumers. While the shift 
to OBD2 regulations was imminent, we also bundled a host of 
enhancements, some based on rider feedback, across our range of 
motorcycles. The new motorcycles offer a remarkable shift in 
everyday rideability, refinement and overall performance to our 
riders. The marginal hike in prices make them a great value 
proposition and a very compelling choice.” Aimed at making the 
motorcycles smoother and more refined while maintaining the same 
thrilling performance, the changes are applied across Jawa and 
Yezdi models.

HOP Electric, fastest growing 
electric two-wheeler manufacturing 
company, has announced the first of 
many upgrades in the features of its 
OXO electric bikes with VCU 
firmware over-the-air update 
(FOTA) Ver 4.90. Following this 

update, the OXO bikes will offer improved acceleration in ECO 
mode, better connectivity, and battery range prediction. 
Launched in November 2022, OXO electric bikes are seen as a 
game changer in the motorcycle industry. The OXO bikes 
combine sustainability, performance, and affordability in a sleek 
design. With the FOTA Ver 4.90 update, the bikes will perform 
2X better with ECO mode acceleration, even in the low-speed 
mode. The OXO bikes will offer better connectivity as HOP with 
seamless 4G connectivity and updated network latching. The 
bikes will also provide accurate battery range on display with 
better algorithms based on real-time battery health and usage. Mr. 
Nikhil Bhatia, Co-Founder & Chief Operating Officer, HOP 
Electric Mobility said, “Electric vehicles are taking the Indian 
market by storm. The growth has been propelled by the 
customers’ inclinations towards sustainable and affordable 
mobility solutions. 

HOP Electric upgrades OXOA electric motorcycle 
with VCU Firmware Over-The-Air update 

(FOTA) Ver 4.90



ßñÚUæ‚Ø, ™ææÙ, »é‡æ ¥õÚU ÙèçÌ ·Ô¤ ßæÌæüÜæÂ ·Ô¤ âæÍ ŸæèÚUæ×, Üÿ×‡æ ¥õÚU âèÌæ ·Ô¤ 

Á´»Ü ×ð´ çÎÙ ÕèÌ ÚUãð ÍðÐ §âè Âýâ´» ×ð´ Üÿ×‡æÁè Ùð ŸæèÚUæ× âð °·¤ ÂýàÙ ÂêÀæ Íæ 

ç·¤ ×æØæ €UØæ  ãôÌè ãñ? Øãæ´ Ÿæè ÚUæ×  Ùð ×æØæ ·¤è ÕÇ¸è âé´ÎÚU ÃØæ�Øæ  ·¤è ãñÐ ã×æÚUð 

Âæâ Îâ §´çÎýØæ´ ãñ´ - Âæ´¿ ·¤×ðüç‹ÎýØæ´ ¥õÚU Âæ´¿ ™ææÙð´çÎýØæ´Ð ™ææÙð´çÎýØô´ ·Ô¤ Âæ´¿ çßáØ ãñ´ 

¥õÚU Øã Áô §´çÎýØô´ ·Ô¤ çßáØ ãñ´ Øð Áãæ´ Ì·¤ ¥æÂ·¤ô Üð Áæ°´ - Áñâð ¥æ´¹ ·¤æ ·¤æ× 

ÎëàØ Îð¹Ùæ ãñ, çÁÃãæ ·¤æ ÚUâ ÜðÙæ ãñ, ̂ ß¿æ ·¤æ SÂàæü, Ùæçâ·¤æ ·¤æ »´Ï ÜðÙæ ãñÐ 

Øã çßáØ Áãæ´ Ì·¤ ¥æÂ·¤ô Üð Áæ°´»ð, ßãæ´ Ì·¤ ×æØæ ãè ×æØæ ãñÐ ¥æÂ ·¤ãè´ Öè 

ÕñÆð ãô´, ×Ù Üæ¹ô´ ×èÜ ÎêÚU Áæ·¤ÚU ßæÂâ ¥æ ÁæÌæ ãñÐ ×æØæ ·Ô¤ ¿P¤ÚU ×ð´ ÃØçQ¤ 

¥àææ´Ì ãô ÁæÌæ ãñÐ §â ×æØæ ·¤ô â×Ûæ·¤ÚU ¿ÜÙæ ãô»æÐ

°·¤ ÚUæÁæ ·¤ô Ùè´Î Ùãè´ ¥æÌè Íè Ìô ©âÙð °·¤ ×æçÜàæ ßæÜæ ÚU¹æ ÍæÐ ×æçÜàæ 

ßæÜæ ¥‘Àæ ãC-ÂéC ÍæÐ ßô ÁÕ Öè ÚUæÁæ ·¤è ×æçÜàæ ·¤ÚUÌæ Ìô ×æçÜàæ ·¤ÚUÌæ-

·¤ÚUÌæ ãè âô ÁæÌæ ÍæÐ °·¤ çÎÙ ÚUæÁæ Ùð ©ââð ·¤ãæ - Öæ§ü! Ìé× ×éÛæð âéÜæÙð ¥æÌð 

ãô, Üðç·¤Ù ×ñ´ Áæ»Ìæ ÚUãÌæ ãê´ ¥õÚU Ìé× âô ÁæÌð ãôÐ ÕÇ¸è ×SÌè âð âô ÁæÌð ãô, Ìé�ãð´  

·¤ô§ü È¤·¤ü Öè Ùãè´ ÂÇ¸ÌæÐ  Ùè´Î ·ñ¤âð ¥æ ÁæÌè ãñÐ ×ñ´ Ìé�ãð´ ×ðÚUè Ùè´Î ·Ô¤ çÜ° ÕéÜæÌæ 

ãê´ ¥õÚU Ìé× âô ÁæÌð ãôÐ ×æçÜàæ ·¤ÚUÙð ßæÜæ ÕôÜæ - €UØæ ·¤M¤´ ÚUæÁæ Áè, ¥æÂ·¤è 

×æçÜàæ ·¤ÚUÌæ ãê´ Ìô Í·¤ ÁæÌæ ãê´ ¥õÚU ×éÛæð Ùè´Î ¥æ ÁæÌè ãñÐ Øã ÕæÌ ÚUæÁæ Ùð ¥ÂÙð 

×´˜æè ·¤ô ÕÌæ§ü ¥õÚU ·¤ãæ ç·¤ ×éÛæð â×Ûæ Ùãè´ ¥æÌæ ç·¤ Øð ×æçÜàæ ßæÜæ âô ·ñ¤âð 

ÁæÌæ ãñ? ÁÕç·¤ Ùè´Î Ìô ×éÛæð ¥æÙæ ¿æçã°Ð ×´˜æè Ùð ·¤ãæ - ÚUæÁæ Áè ·¤Ü Îð¹Ìð ãñ´ 

ßô ·ñ¤âð âôÌæ ãñÐ ¥»Üð çÎÙ àææ× ·¤ô ×´˜æè Ùð ©â ×æçÜàæ ßæÜð ·¤è ÛæôÂÇ¸è ×ð´ âôÙð 

·Ô¤ çâP¤ð ·¤è °·¤ ÍñÜè ÂÅU·¤ Îè, ©â×ð´ ~~ çâP¤ð ÍðÐ ×æçÜàæ ßæÜð Ùð ÍñÜè Îð¹è Ìô 

çâP¤ð ç»ÙðÐ ©â×ð´ ©âð ~~ çâP¤ð ç×ÜðÐ ©âÙð âô¿æ ç·¤ °·¤ çâP¤ ¥õÚU ãôÌæ Ìô 

çâP¤ð ÂêÚUð v®® ãô ÁæÌðÐ ßô âô¿Ùð Ü»æ ç·¤ Øã ÍñÜè ·¤ãæ´ âð ¥æ§ü ¥õÚU Øð çâP¤ð 

ç·¤âÙð ÇæÜð ãô´»ðÐ Øã âô¿Ìð-âô¿Ìð ×æçÜàæ ßæÜð ·¤ô ÚUæÌ ×ð´ Ùè´Î Ùãè´ ¥æ§ü, ßô 

âô Ùãè´ ÂæØæÐ

~~ ßð´ ·Ô¤ ÈÔ¤ÚU ×ð´ ×æØæ ·¤æ ßæâ
- Â´çÇÌ çßÁØ àæ´·¤ÚU ×ðãÌæ 

¥»Üð çÎÙ ßã ÁÕ ÚUæÁæ 

·¤è ×æçÜàæ ·¤ÚUÙð Âãé´¿æ Ìô 

Í·¤æ ãé¥æ Íæ,  ¥æ´¹ð´ ÜæÜ 

ãô ÚUãè Íè, ©â·¤è Ùè´Î ÂêÚUè 

Ùãè´ ãô Âæ§ü ÍèÐ ÚUæÁæ Ùð ·¤ãæ 

¥æÁ ÌðÚUð ãæÍô´ ×ð´ ßô Ìæ·¤Ì 

Ùãè´ ãñÐ ¥æÁ Ìê ·¤éÀ 

©ÜÛææ-©ÜÛææ âæ Õñ¿ðÙ 

çÎ¹Ìæ ãñÐ ßô ×æçÜàæ ßæÜæ 

âèÏæ-âæÎæ Íæ Ìô âãè-

âãè ÕÌæ çÎØæ ç·¤ ÚUæÁæÁè 

~~ ·¤æ ¿P¤ÚU ãñÐ ·¤Ü ×ðÚUè 

ÛæôÂÇ¸è ×ð´ ·¤ô§ü °·¤ ÍñÜè 

ÇæÜ »Øæ çÁâ×ð´ ~~ çâP¤ð 

ÍðÐ âõ ×ð´ °·¤ ·¤× ÂÇ¸ ÚUãæ 

ÍæÐ ×ñ´ âô¿Ìæ ÚUãæ ç·¤ °·¤ 

çâP¤æ ¥õÚU ãôÌæ Ìô ÂêÚUð v®® 

çâP¤ð ãô ÁæÌðÐ §â ¿P¤ÚU ×ð´ ×éÛæð Ùè´Î Ùãè´ ¥æ§üÐ ¥Öè Öè Í·¤æ ãé¥æ ãê´, Ùè´Î ¥æ 

ÚUãè ãñÐ

ÚUæÁæÁè â×Ûæ »° ÁM¤ÚU Øã ×´˜æè ·¤æ ¿P¤ÚU ãñÐ ÚUæÁæ Ùð ©ââð ÂêÀæ ÌðÚUè ÛæôÂÇ¸è ×ð´ 

ç·¤âè Ùð ÍñÜè ÇæÜè ¥õÚU ÌéÛæð Ùãè´ ÂÌæ ãñÐ §â·¤æ ×ÌÜÕ ãñ ×´˜æè Ùð ÌéÛæð ~~ ·Ô¤ 

¿P¤ÚU ×ð´ ÇæÜ çÎØæÐ °ðâð ãè ×ñ´ Öè ~~ ·Ô¤ ÈÔ¤ÚU ×ð´ ÂÇ¸æ ãé¥æ ãê´ çÁââð ×éÛæð Ùè´Î Ùãè´ 

¥æÌèÐ ×ðÚUæ ~~ ÕÇ¸æ ãñ ¥õÚU ÌðÚUæ ~~ ÀôÅUæ ãñ, Üðç·¤Ù Áô §â ~~ ·Ô¤ ÈÔ¤ÚU ×ð´ ÂÇ¸æ ãñ 

©âð Ùè´Î Ùãè´ ¥æÌèÐ ·¤ôÚUôÙæ ·Ô¤ §â ÎõÚU ×ð´ ~~ ·¤æ ¿P¤ÚU ÀôÇÙ¸æ ãô»æ, €UØô´ç·¤  

Øãè´ ×æØæ ·¤æ ßæâ ãñÐ
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×Ù ·¤æ  àæôÚU 

§üÍÙ R¤æòâ | ×´ÁéÜ ÂçŽÜçàæ´» ãæ©â, çmÌèØ ÌÜ, ©áæ ÂýèÌ ·¤æò�ŒÜð€Uâ, yw, 

×æÜßèØ Ù»ÚU, ÖôÂæÜ-y{w ®®x | ÂãÜæ â´S·¤ÚU‡æ, w®wx | ÂðÂÚUÕñ·¤ | Âë. w®v. 

×êËØ - w~~.®®

×Ù ·Ô¤ àæôÚU ·¤æ âæÍü·¤ ©ÂØô» ·¤ÚUð´! 

¿ðÌÙ ×Ù ·¤ô çÙØ´ç˜æÌ ·¤ÚUÙð ·Ô¤ ÿæð˜æ ×ð´ ÎéçÙØæ ·Ô¤ ¥»ý‡æè çßàæðá™æô´ ×ð´ âð °·¤, §×ôàæÙ °‡Ç âðËफ़ 

·¤‡ÅþôÜ ÜðÕôÚUðÅUÚUè ·Ô¤ çÙÎðàæ·¤ °ÍÙ R¤æòâ ·¤è Øã ç·¤ÌæÕ ¥âÜ ÎéçÙØæ ·¤è ¥Ùð·¤ ·Ô¤â SÅUÇèज़ 
·Ô¤ ×æŠØ× âð Øã ÕÌæÌè-â×ÛææÌè ãñ ç·¤ ·ñ¤âð ã×æÚUð ×Ù ·Ô¤ ÖèÌÚU ·¤æ àæôÚU ã×æÚUè ×ÙôÎàææ ·¤ô ãè 
Ùãè´ ã×æÚUè àææÚUèçÚU·¤ Îàææ ·¤ô Öè çÕ»æड़Ìæ ãñ ¥õÚU ·ñ¤âð ã× ©âè àæôÚU ·¤æ âæÍü·¤ ©ÂØô» ·¤ÚU 
¥ÂÙð ÁèßÙ ·¤ô ©óæçÌ ·¤è ¥ôÚU ¥»ýâÚU ·¤ÚU â·¤Ìð ãñ´. Üð¹·¤ ã×ð´ ÕÌæÌæ ãñ ç·¤ ·ñ¤âð ã× ¥ÂÙè 
¥æ´ÌçÚU·¤ ¥æßæज़ ·¤ô Ù·¤æÚUæˆ×·¤ âð â·¤æÚUæˆ×·¤ ×ð´ ÕÎÜ â·¤Ìð ãñ´, ·ñ¤âð ã× SßØ´ âð »§ü 
ÕæÌ¿èÌ ·¤ô Ù·¤æÚUæˆ×·¤ Ù ÚUãÙð Îð·¤ÚU ×æ»üÎàæü·¤ ÕÙæ â·¤Ìð ãñ´ ¥õÚU ·ñ¤âð ã× ¥ÂÙè ¥æ´ÌçÚU·¤ 
¥æßæज़ ·¤ô ¥ÂÙè ¥æÜô¿Ùæ ·¤è ÕÁæØ Âýôˆâæã·¤ àæçQ¤ ×ð´ M¤Âæ´ÌçÚUÌ ·¤ÚU â·¤Ìð ãñ´. ख़æâ ÕæÌ 
Øã ãñ ç·¤ Üð¹·¤ ã×æÚUð ÖèÌÚU ¿Ü ÚUãð àæôÚU ·¤ô ÎÕæÙð ·¤è ÕæÌ Ùãè´ ·¤ÚUÌæ, ßã ã×ð´ §â ÕæÌ ·Ô¤ 
çÜ° ÂýðçÚUÌ ·¤ÚUÌæ ãñ ç·¤ ã× ©â àæôÚU ·¤ô âéÙð´, ख़éÎ âð ÕæÌð´ ·¤ÚUð´ ¥õÚU ©â â´ßæÎ âð ãè ¥ÂÙð ÁèßÙ 

·Ô¤ çÜ° ÚUæã çÙ·¤æÜð´. Üð¹·¤ Ùð ¥ÂÙè ÕæÌ ·¤ô Âýæ×æç‡æ·¤ ÕÙæÙð ·Ô¤ çÜ° ¥Ùð·¤ ·Ô¤â SÅUÇèज़ ·¤æ 
©ÂØô» ç·¤Øæ ãñ. ¥ÁØ çÌßæÚUè Ùð §â ·¤çÆÙ ÂéSÌ·¤ ·¤æ ÕãéÌ ©�Îæ ¥ÙéßæÎ ç·¤Øæ ãñÐ 

Îè ¥æòçŽSÅU·¤Ü §ज़ Î ßð (ÕæÏæ ãè ÚUæSÌæ ãñ)

ÕæÏæ¥ô´ ·¤ô ¥ÂÙè Ìæ·¤Ì ÕÙæ°´! 

‹Øê ¥æòÚUçÜØ‹â, ¥×ÚUè·¤æ ×ð´ ÚUãÙð ßæÜð çß�ØæÌ ×èçÇØæ ÚU‡æÙèçÌ·¤æÚU ÚUæØÙ ãæòçÜÇðÙð §â ÂéSÌ·¤ 
×ð´ ¥Ùð·¤ ©ÎæãÚU‡æ Îð·¤ÚU Øã â×ÛææØæ ãñ ç·¤ ã× ·ñ¤âð ¥ÂÙð ÁèßÙ ×ð´ ¥æÙð ßæÜè ÕæÏæ¥ô´ ¥õÚU 
¿éÙõçÌØô´ ·¤ô »Üð Ü»æ·¤ÚU âé¹Î ÁèßÙ Áè â·¤Ìð ãñ´. ÏæÚU‡ææ, ·¤×ü ¥õÚU §‘Àæ àæçQ¤ §Ù ÌèÙ 
¹‡Çô´ ×ð´ çßÖQ¤ §â ÂéSÌ·¤ ×ð´ ÎéçÙØæ ·Ô¤ âÈ¤ÜÌ× ÃØçQ¤ˆßô´ Áñâð Íæò×â °ÇèâÙ, ×æ»üýðÅU 
Íñ¿ÚU, Ç÷ßæ§ÅU Çè ¥æ§ÁÙãæßÚU, çÍØôÇôÚU M¤ज़ßðËÅU, SÅUèß ÁæòŽâ, ÕÚUæ·¤ ¥ôÕæ×æ ¥æçÎ ·Ô¤ 
ÁèßÙ Âýâ´»ô´ ·¤è ¿¿æü ·¤ÚUÌð ãé° Øã ÕÌæÙð ·¤æ ÂýØæâ ç·¤Øæ »Øæ ãñ ç·¤ ¥»ÚU Øð Üô» ¥ÂÙð 
ÁèßÙ ×ð´ ¥æÙð ßæÜè çßçÖóæ ÕæÏæ¥ô´ âð ÂÚUæçÁÌ Ùãè´ ãé° Ìô ã× Öè ©Ù·¤æ âÈ¤ÜÌæÂêßü·¤ 
âæ×Ùæ ·¤ÚU·Ô¤ ¥ÂÙð ÁèßÙ ·¤ô ª¤´¿æ§Øô´ Ì·¤ Üð Áæ â·¤Ìð ãñ´.  Üð¹·¤ Ùð °·¤ ÕãéÌ ÂÌð ·¤è ÕæÌ 
·¤ãè ãñ, ç·¤ ‘¥çÏ·¤æ´àæ â×Ø ã× ¹éÎ ·¤ô §ÌÙè ÖØæÙ·¤ ÂçÚUçSÍçÌØô´ ×ð´ Ùãè´ ÂæÌð ãñ´, çÁÙ 
ÂçÚUçSÍçÌØô´·¤ô ã×ð´ Õâ âãÙæ ãè ¿æçã° ØæÙè çÁÙ·Ô¤ ç¹ÜæÈ¤ ã× ÂêÚUè ÌÚUã âð ¥âãæØ ×ãâêâ 
·¤ÚUÙð Ü»ð´. §â·¤è ÕÁæØ, ã× Íôड़è-âè ÂýçÌ·¤êÜ ÂçÚUçSÍçÌØô´ ·¤æ âæ×Ùæ ·¤ÚUÌð ãñ´ Øæ °ðâè 

ÂçÚUçSÍçÌØô´ ×ð´ È¤´â ÁæÌð ãñ´ Áô ã×æÚUð çÜ° ÜæÖÎæØ·¤ âð Íôड़è ãè ·¤× ãôÌè ãñ´ ’ ©Ù·¤è âÜæã ãñ- 

‘ÕæÏæ¥ô´ ·¤ô çßÂÚUèÌ çÎàææ ×ð´ ÂÜÅU Îð´. ©Ù ÕæÏæ¥ô´ ×ð´ ·¤ô§ü Ù ·¤ô§ü ÜæÖ ¹ôÁð´. ¥õÚU ©Ù ÜæÖô´ 
·¤ô §ü´ÏÙ ·Ô¤ M¤Â ×ð´ §SÌð×æÜ ·¤ÚUð´ ’ ç·¤ÌæÕ ÕãéÌ ÚUô¿·¤ ãñ ¥õÚU Ï×ð´üÎý çâ´ã ·¤æ ¥ÙéßæÎ âãÁ-
SßæÖæçß·¤ ãñ Ð 

ÚUæØÙ ãæòçÜÇð | »ôØÜ Âý·¤æàæÙ, {®w, ¥ŒÂæ ÕÜß´Ì ¿õ·¤, Âé‡æð-yvv ®®w |

ÂýÍ× â´S·¤ÚU‡æ, w®wx | Âë. wyv | ×êËØ - w~~.®® 

SIMPLY READERS

×æÚU·¤ ÜãÚUô´ ·Ô¤ Õè¿ - ·¤ôÚUôÙæ ·¤æÜ ·¤è ÇæØÚUè 
ÚUæƒæßð´Îý ÚUæßÌ | ×ôçÙ·¤æ Âý·¤æàæÙ, }z/v|z, ÂýÌæÂ Ù»ÚU, âæ´»æÙðÚU, ÁØÂéÚU-x®w ®xx | â´S·¤ÚU‡æ w®ww | ÂðÂÚUÕñ·¤, Âë. v~{ | ×êËØ - xz®.®®
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ÕéÚUð çÎÙô´ ·¤è S×ëçÌØæ´  - ·¤ôÚUôÙæ ×ãæ×æÚUè ·Ô¤ ©Ù çÎÙô´ ×ð´, çÁ‹ãð´ ÕèÌð ãé° ¥Öè ÕãéÌ Ü�Õæ â×Ø Ùãè´ »éज़ÚUæ ãñ, Áãæ´ ã××ð´ âð �ाÎæÌÚU Üô» ¥ÂÙð-¥ÂÙð ƒæÚUô´ ×ð´ क़ñÎ ãô·¤ÚU 

§â ×ãæ×æÚUè ·Ô¤ ÁæÙð ·Ô¤ çÎÙ ç»Ù ÚUãð Íð, ¿´Î âëÁÙàæèÜ Üô» ÖçßcØ ·Ô¤ çÜ° ©Ù çÎÙô´ ·¤ô ¥ÂÙè ÇæØÚUè ×ð´ â´Áô ÚUãð Íð. §‹ãè´ ¿´Î Üô»ô´ ×ð´ âð °·¤ ãñ´ âéÂçÚUç¿Ì ·¤çß ¥õÚU ÙæÅU÷Ø 

â×èÿæ·¤ Ÿæè ÚUæƒæßð´Îý ÚUæßÌ. wx ×æ¿ü w®w® âð çÎâ�ÕÚU w®wv Ì·¤ çÜ¹è »§ü ©Ù·¤è ÇæØÚUè ·Ô¤ Øð Âóæð ã×ð´ ©Ù çß·¤ÅU çÎÙô´ ·¤è ØæÎ Ìô çÎÜæÌð ãè ãñ´, Øã ÁæÙÙð ·¤æ ÎéÜüÖ ¥ßâÚU 

Öè ÂýÎæÙ ·¤ÚUÌð ãñ´ ç·¤ ©Ù çÎÙô´ °·¤ â´ßðÎÙàæèÜ ÚU¿Ùæ·¤æÚU ·Ô¤ ×Ù ×ð´ ç·¤â ÌÚUã ·Ô¤ çß¿æÚUô´ ·¤è ¥æßæÁæãè ãô ÚUãè Íè. §Ù ÇæØÚUè ·Ô¤ Âóæô´ ×ð´ âð ·¤éÀ ·Ô¤ àæèáü·¤ ×éÛæð ÕãéÌ ¥ÍüÂê‡æü 

Ü»ð ãñ´, ÇÚU ãßæ ×ð´ ƒæéÜ »Øæ ãñ, ×Ù ·¤è ’ØôçÌ »éÜ, Áñâð çज़´Î»è  çâफ़ü ¥æ´·¤ड़ð Ùãè´ ãñ, Øæ´ç˜æ·¤ ãôÌè Áæ ÚUãè ÎéçÙØæ, Öê¹ âð Ìड़ÂÌð Üô» ¥õÚU ã×, ¹ç‡ÇÌ ãôÌæ çßEæâ ¥õÚU 

âæ×æçÁ·¤Ìæ, ÚUôçÅUØô´ âð »ÜÕçãØæ´ ·¤ÚUÌè Üæàæð´, Øãè çÎÙ Îð¹Ùð Õæ·¤è Íð, ¥æçÎ. Áñâæ ç·¤ ãôÙæ SßæÖæçß·¤ ãñ, ÇæØÚUè ·Ô¤ §Ù Âóæô´ ×ð´ ·¤ô§ü R¤×ÕhÌæ Ùãè´ ãñ. Øãæ´ ×Ù ·¤è ©‹×éQ¤ 

©ड़æÙ ãñ. Üðç·¤Ù ×Ù €UØô´ç·¤ â´ßðÎÙàæèÜ ¥õÚU Õãé ÂçÆÌ ãñ, §Ù Âóæô´ ·¤ô Âढ़Ìð ãé° ã× ¥ÂÙð â×Ø ·Ô¤ ¥Ùç»ÙÌ ·¤ëÌè ÃØçQ¤ˆßô´ ·Ô¤ â�Â·¤ü ×ð´ ¥æÌð ãñ´ ¥õÚU ©Ù·Ô¤ çÜ¹ð ·¤ô ØæÎ 

·¤ÚUÌð ãé° ¥ÂÙð ×Ù ×ð´ Öè ·¤éÀ çÜ¹Ùð-ÕéÙÙð Ü»Ìð ãñ´. ÚUæƒæßð´Îý Áè €UØô´ç·¤ ·¤çß ãñ´, ©Ù·Ô¤ »l ×ð´ °·¤ ख़æâ ÌÚUã ·¤è ÃØ´ÁÙ ¥õÚU ·¤âæßÅU ãñ. ‘Üô»ô´ ·¤è âæ´â ©¹ड़ ÚUãè Íè, Üðç·¤Ù ÚUæÁÙèçÌ·¤ ¥æ·¤æ 

¥ÂÙè âèÅUð´ ç»Ù ÚUãð Íð’ Øæ ‘Ù â´R¤ç×Ì ƒæÅU ÚUãð ãñ´ Ù ×õÌð´’ Øæ ‘Øã ÂýæÌ: ÕðÜæ ãñ, ãßæ ßæÌæßÚU‡æ ·¤ô ¥ÂÙè àæèÌÜÌæ Îð·¤ÚU ¥æÙ´ÎÎæØ·¤ ÕÙæÙð ×ð´ ÂýØæâÚUÌ ãñ. °·¤ ÕæÜ·¤Ùè ×ð´ °·¤ ·¤ÕêÌÚU ·¤æ Áôड़æ Âý‡æØ 

çÙßðÎÙ ×ð´ ÃØSÌ ãñ. §â ·¤ÎÚU ©Îæâè ãñ ç·¤ §ÌÙæ âÕ ãôÙð ·Ô¤ ÕæÎ Öè ×æØêâè ·Ô¤ ÕæÎÜ À´ÅU Ùãè´ ÚUãð ãñ´’ Áñâð ßæ€UØ §â ç·¤ÌæÕ ·¤ô ¥çßS×ÚU‡æèØ ÕÙæ ÎðÌð ãñ´. ÚUæƒæßð´Îý Áè ·¤è Øã ÇæØÚUè §âçÜ° Ìô Âढ़è ãè 

ÁæÙè ¿æçã° ç·¤ ã× ÁæÙ â·Ô¤´ ç·¤ ç·¤ÌÙè Õड़è ̃ ææâÎè ·¤è âéÚU´» âð ã× çÙ·¤Ü ·¤ÚU ¥æ° ãñ´, §âçÜ° Öè Âढ़è ÁæÙè ¿æçã° ç·¤ §â·¤æ »l ÕãéÌ ¹êÕâêÚUÌ ãñ ¥õÚU §âçÜ° Öè Âढ़è ÁæÙè ¿æçã° ç·¤ §âð 

Âढ़Ìð ãé° ã× ख़éÎ ·¤ô â×ëh ¥ÙéÖß ·¤ÚUð´»ð. ÕÏæ§ü, çÂýØ ÚUæƒæßð´Îý ÁèÐ  
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 Jaipur , Rajasthan 31st Jan - 4th Feb. 2024 |





th






OPEN FORUM  

Film Entry Submission  

Second Deadline : 30th November 23
Last Deadline : 31st December 23 

First Deadline : 31st October 23
Submit your Short / Documentary/ Animation Films

Music-Song , Video Albums / Feature Films
(Regional, National, International)

of any theme !

https://filmfreeway.com/riff2024

: riffjaipurFor Details : Contact +91-9414044548 , +91-9413401555

REGISTERED OFFICE : 406, 4th FLOOR , GURU KRIPA TOWER , C-43 , MAHAVEER MARG , C-SCHEME , JAIPUR - 302001 (RAJ.)

We Invite you to be a part of RIFF 2024 ! To be a Sponsor, Exhibitor, Delegate, Visitor do registration at


